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2ABSTRACT
Tables of the lines found on two tracings
each of the ultraviolet spectrum of r Her, B5 IV,
and Dra, B6 III, made by the Copernicus satellite
and possible identifications are given. The ranges
1025--14518 for T Her and 1035-14258 for C, Dra are
covered by the U2 spectrometer at a resolution of
0.28; the ranges 2028-29598 for T Her and 2000-
3000R for C Dra are covered by the V2 spectrometer
at a resolution of 0.42. The observed density of
lines in the U2 region. is 1.1 lines /2 for T Her
and 1.7 lines /R for C Dra. In the V2 region it is
0.8 lines /R for T Her and 0.9 lines /2 for Dra.
The lines listed in Tables 1 through 4 should be
useful ,F,s a guide for identifying features in the
ultraviolet spectra of stars of types B2 to B8.
For ,r Her the identifications come from the
following atomic species: H.-I, He I, C I, C II,
C III, N I, N II, 0 I, Mg I, Mg TI, Al II, Si II,
Si. III, Si IV, P III, S II, S III, Cl II, Ti III,
V III, Cr II, Cr III, Mn II, Mn III, Fe II, Fe III,
3Co II, and Ni II. The strongest lines of O II,
Al III, P II, S IV, Cl I, Ti II, Ti IV, V II and
Mn IV are probably present while those of Si I,
V IV, Cr IV, Ni III, Ge II and Y III are possibly
:t^;	 •: ? t .
Dra the identifications come from:
H I, He I, C II, C III, N I, N II, 0 I,	 O	 II,
Mg II, Al II,	 Al III,	 Si	 II,	 Si	 III, P II, P III,
S II, S	 III, Ti III, V III, Cr II, Cr III,	 Mn III,
Fe II, Fe III, Ni II and Ni III.	 Lines from the i
following spectra are also possibly present:	 Be II,
B II, C	 I, Mg I, Si I,	 Si IV,	 S IV, Cl. II,	 Sc	 III,
Ti II, Ti. IV, V II, V IV, Cr IV, Mn II,	 Mn IV,




The ultraviolet spectra of Tau Herculis, B5 IV,
and of Zeta Draconis, B6 III, as recorded by the
Copernicus (OAO-3) spectrometer are very full of
lines. The lines of T Her and Dra are sharper
than those of the supergiant iota Canis Majoris,
B5 Ia . Hence, many of the blends listed for 1l CMa
(Underhill 1974) are resolved into several
components. This paper presents lists of lines
found in the regions 1025-14512 and 2028--29592
for T Her and in the regions 1035-1425a and 2000-
300. 02 for S Dra along with possible identifications
determined by slightly different techniques for
both stars. These lists should be useful guides
for identifying features in the ultraviolet spectra
of stars with spectral types between B2 and B8.
II. OBSERVATIONAL MATERIAL
Two tracings of the spectrum.of each star
were available for study, numbers 113.01 and
113.02 for I Her and numbers 107. 01. and 107.02. for
C Dra Rogerson et al. (1973) have described the
l5
Q2per Yep spectrometer; the U2 photomultiplier
steps through the second order spectrum with steps
of about 0.22 using an exit slit of 0A while the
V2 photomulti.plier steps through the first order
spectrum with steps of about 0.42. The U2
observations were corrected for stray and scattered light
(Bohlin 1975) and for the signal due to charged
particles in the neighborhood of the spacecraft
(York 1975), and the results were plotted as a
tracing giving the number of counts per dwell
interval (13.76 seconds) vs. wavelength, the linear
scale being A per inch. For r Her, the apparent
3
center of each absorption dip was read from a
tracing which averaged the two scans. This
observed wavelength was checked using both tracings.
Corrections to the U2 wavelength scale were applied
to observed wavelengths shoreward of 111OR as
suggested by Budi:ch et al. (1975).
For Dra, the apparent center of each
absorption dip was read from both tracings and the
mean wavelength was recorded as the 'observed




wavelength is ;L 0.12. In January 1976 after the
wavelength tables had been sent for typing,
Budich, Bohl.in and Drake (1976) noted that the U2
wavelengths shortward of 11508 suffer from a
systematic error, the apparent wavelength being
too small. They estimate that the error is 0.168
at 10358 and that it decreases to 0.052 at 1100.
This systematic error is not corrected in Table 1.
Since coincidences were sought within ± 0.28
of the apparent line center on the U2 tracings
some of the listings in the first part of Table l
may not be complete. For wavelengths longer than
10609, this systematic error is not important.
The two V2 tracings for each star were
corrected for particle background (York 1975) and
for variation of the V3 monitor and an averaged
Spectrum was found by sorting the observed scans
i into bins ranging in length from 0.318 to 0.3558
depending upon the wavelength. This procedure
allows for the varying step size. The averaged
spectrum was plotted at a scale.of lR per inch
for Her and at 22 per inch for Dra and the
it
7
center of each dip was estimated. The accuracy
of the resulting wavelength is believed to be 0.12.
Tables 1 and 2 contain the U2 and V2 data for S Dra
while tables 3 and 4 contain the U2 and V2 data
for T Her.
The two tracings for each star were averaged
in order to minimize irregularities due to the
noise that might be interpreted as absorption lines.
In general, each absorption dip or well defined
still-stand on the wing of a line was listed as a
potential absorption line. Therefore, tables l
through 4, contain the maximum number of lines
that could be clearly distinguished on the tracings.
But, some features may be spurious. Most, however,
appear at about the same wavelength on both tracings.
The correction for particles is statistical and
some remaining noise may cause dips which are
interpreted as lines.
III, THE IDENTIFICATIONS
The identifications have been made by
comparing the observed wavelengths with those of
atoms . and.
 ions known from.laboratory studies.
i8
For Dra, all possible coincidences were sought
within i 0.22 on the U2 tracings and within _ OA
on the V2 tracings and these possible identificat-
ions are listed in tables 1 and 2. Previous
studies suggest that the identifications should
come from the following spectra: H I, He I, C II,
C III, N I, N 11, 0 1, Mg 1, Mg II, Al II, Al III,
Si I1, Si III, Si IV, P II, P III, S ii, S III,
Ti III, Ti IV, V III, V IV, Cr II, Cr III, Cr IV,
Mn 111, Mn IV, Fe II, Fe III, Ni II, Ni III, and
Ni IV. In general, all dines from these spectra
lying within the specified coincidence intervals
are listed. Tables 1 and 2 were prepared by
Underhill.
For r Her, a slightly different procedure
was followed. Candidate atomic species for
attempted line identification were chosen from
those observed by Underhill (1974) in .j CMa and
from those with similar ionization potentials
and greater or equal s nlar abundances. Consider-
ation was given to the apparent line width, to the
relative strength of the stellar continuum as a
9function of wavelength, and to whether lines of
other atomic species of the same element were
found to be present. Lines of a given atomic
species are included if lines of equal or greater
laboratory intensity are positioned so that they
might be present in observed features. Tables 3
and 4 were prepared by Adelman.
Most observed lines have several possible
contributors. A detailed spectrum synthesis is
required to prove which are the major ones.
Kurucz and Peytreman (1975) typically list 25
lines within f OA of anywhere in the wavelength
region under study. Thus, the identifications
listed in tables 1 through 4 present a conservative
estimate of what is possible.
The identifications are listed as follows:
1. The element and spectrum number.
2. In parenthesis, the multiplet number in The
Ultraviolet Multiplet Tables or the Selected
Tables of Atomic Spectra (Moore 1950, 1952,
1962, 1965, 1970, 1975). The prefix UV is
omitted. In Table.2, the one multiplet.number
i
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p	 from the Revised Multiplet Table (Moore 1945)
is given the prefix R.
3. At wavelengths shorter than 20009, the vacuum
wavelength in angstrom units are used while
longward of 20002 the wavelengths are in air.
4. in parenthesis, a number indicating the
relative strength of the line in the laboratory
spectra.
for ^ Dra the identifications in the spectral
region 1035 to 14252 were made using the compil-
ation of Kelly and Palumbo (1973) who scaled the
relative intensities so that the strongest lines
in each spectrum have intensity 1000. For r Hey-,
the identifications in the comparable spectral
region were made from the Ultraviolet Multiplet
Table (Moors 1950, 1952, 1962), the Selected
Tables of Atomic , Spectra (A400re 1965,  1970,
  1975)
and a few selected references which are given in
the notes at the end of table 3. This difference
in choice of primary line sources results in fewer
identifications given . for. T 1-Ter compared to r Dra.
In
-







identifications are made primarily from the Ultra-
violet Multiplet Table (Moore 1950, 1952, 1962)
and the Selected Tables of Atomic Spectra (Moore
1965, 1970, 1975). For r Dra a few additional
lines were found in the compilation by Striganov
and Sventitskii (1968). For T Her a few selected
references were used which are given at the end
of table 4. Some of the wavelengths differ by
a small amount in these various sources. Usually,
the wavelengths from Lhe most recent tabulations
by Moore are given. The relative intensities
are from Moore for tables 2 and 4 except wken noted
in table 4. The intensity scale is different for
each spectrum, but within one spectrum the relative
laboratory intensities should be typical of what
would occur in a star, provided one takes into
consideration the temperature difference of the
Laboratory source and the star in question.
IV. DISCUSSION
The identifications suggested in Tables 1, 2,
3 and 4.for the features observed in the ultraviolet





An effort was made to list all possible contributors
from the various lists of spectra deemed relevant.
However, cross--checking after the tables were
typed reveals that in a few places either Underhill
or Adelman left out a few lines which might logically
have been included. We believe that our identif-
ication of the species probably present and
possibly present in B5 and B6 stars is reliable
and that Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 form a sound basis
from which to interpret the ultraviolet spectra
of B stars. However, before computing synthetic
ultraviolet spectra one should review all
possibilities for blending lines listed by
Kurucz and Peytreman (1975) which are not found
in laboratory lists of lines.
If the wavelength range of the observation
had included the region 1450 to 20002, lines of
additional atomic species, particularly those
whose strongest lines are located in this region,
would probably have been identified. Furthermore,
we only know the strongest lines with rather
modest excitation potentials for many of the atomic




It is difficult to rule on the presence or
absence of any atomic species whose spectrum
contains many lanes since the density of lines
recorded in the spectra of T Her and S Dra is
large. It is 1.1 lines /R in the region 1026 to
14512 of T Her and 1.7 lines /R in the region
1035 to 14258 of c Dra. The density is 0.8 lines /R
in the region 2000 to 30008 of T Her and 0.9
lines/R for S Dra. Many coincidences may be noted
within the range allowed in C Dra, which approx-
imates or is smaller than the step size, aad
within the range considered for T Her, namely the
apparent width of the feature. Furthermore, many
lines are masked by overlapping lines from other
species. Lines of Fe II and Cr 11 account for
very many observed absorption features in the
region 2000 to 3000.
The folowing spectra are present or probably
present in the Spectrum of S Dra, most of the
strongest lines being found in each case as well
as evidence for many of.the weaker lines: .. H i,




Al 11, Al III; Si II, Si III, P II, P III, S 11,
S III, Ti III, V 111, Cr II, Cr 111, Mn III, Fe 11,
Fe 111, Ni II, Ni 111. The resonance lines from
N I and O 1 may be composed of an interstellar
component as well as a stellar component.
The following spectra are possibly present
in C, Dra: Be II, B 11, C I, Mg I, Si 1, Si IV,
S IV, C1 11, Sc III, Ti 11, Ti IV, V II, V IV,
z	 Cr IV, Mn 11, Mn IV, Fe IV, Ni IV, V 111. Notes
on each of these spectra follow:
Be 11: All of the 8 lines known in the region
1035 to 14258 coincide with stellar lines
attributed to other ions. Multiplet 1 and a blend
at 104SR are listed in Table 1.
B 11: Four lines of the 9 known in the region
1035 to 14258 are lasted as possible contributors
to blends. In particular, the resonance line at
1362.4618 may contribute to the feature observed
at 1362.403. The line X2395.06 may contribute to
the blend observed at 2395A.
C I: Many C I lanes occur in the range 1035 to
1428,8. Twenty of the 27 lines with intensity 10
or greater coincide with observed features
Ij
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attributed to other ions. C I is possibly present
but it is not listed as a contributor in Tables
1 and 2.
Mg 1: Only the two resonance lines xX2025.824 and
2852.127 are listed in Table 2 although coincidence
occurs with 43 of the 62 lines with wavelengths
between 2000 and 3000. The observed resonance
lines may be partly interstellar in origin.
Si I: Coincidence occurs with 43 of the 64 lines.
falling in the range 2000 to 30008, however all
but 3 of these can be attributed to other ions.
The strongest line k2881.579 (intensity 1000) is
not found, although coincidence does occur with
0058.132 (intensity 600) and with X2516.112
(intensity 500).. No Si I lines are entered in
Table 2.
Si IV: ..Three lines., AX1006.529, 1122.486 and
1393.755, are listed as contributing to observed
features. There is no feature that can be attributed
to the resonance line at 1402.7708
S IV: Two lines from multiplst I are listed in
Table l as contributors to blends while 8 of
the remaining 9 lines in the range 1035 to 14.258
coincide with features attributed to other ions
but are not listed. The level of ionization: of
S IV seems high for a B6 star.
16
Cl 11:	 Coincidence occurs with 6 of the 8 lines
which fall in the region 1035 to 14252 and with 21
of the 33 lines falling in the region 2000 to .30008,
However, only the four coincidences with lines
of multiplet 1 are listed in Table 1 and no Cl II
lines are listed in Table 2.
i
Sc III: Nine Lines of Se III fall in the spectral
range observed for r Dra. Four are listed as
possible contributors to blends.
Ti II: Twenty--three lines of intensity 30 or
greater occur in the region 2000 to 30002.
Although 15 coincide with features attributed to i
other ions, Ti II is not listed in Table 2.
Ti IV Five of the 8 strongest lines in the
regions 1.035 to 1 .4259 and 2000 to 3000a coincide.
3
with features in Dra and they are listed as
possible contributors..
V II: Of the 46 lines in the range 2000 to 30008 	
Y
having.intensi.ty 150 or greater, 18 coincide with
observed lines attributed to other ions. No limes







V IV: Six coincidences occur with the 12 strongest 	 b
lines in-the region 1035 to 14252. A few coin-
cidences with weaker lines are also noted in Table 1.
Cr IV: Coincidence occurs with 11 of the 12 lines
having intensity 100 or greater in the range 1035
to 14252. Eight of these and a few coincidences
with weaker lines are listed in Table 1.
Mn II: Eighteen lines of intensity 200 or greater
fall in the range 2000 to 30002. Although coin-
cidence occurs with 15 of them, Mn II is not listed
as a contributor in Table 2.
Mzi IV Eighteen of the 21 strong lines in the
region 1035 to 14252 coincidence with features
attributed to other ions. Lines from Mn IV are
listed as possible contributors to a number of
blends.
Fe IV: Coincidence is found with 8 of the 11 lines
known in the region 1035 . to 14252,but no Fe IV
lines are listed in Table 1,
Ni IV: Coincidence is found with. 13 of the 18 a
lines in the region 1035 to 14252 having intensity




Y III: Nine of the 10 lines between. 2000 and 30008
Listed in the Ultraviolet Multiplet.Tables coincide
with observed Lines. Eight of these are noted
in Table 2; in addition, Y III h2945.92 may
contribute to the feature at 2946.28.
The same basic set of atomic species was
considered for presence in T Her as for C Dra.
Comments on those atomic species. identified as
present, probably present, or possibly present
in -' Her are given in table 5.. In addition, many
other atomic species were studied for possible
coincidences but their identifications were rejected
as being far less likely than those listed in
table 5. For example, lines of both Be II and
B II had a fair number of possible coincidences
but both elements have rather low relative abundances
and occur only in blends. To a large degree where
one decides to cut off the identifications is a
matter of taste and judgment. Generally, for both
r Her and Dra lines of the third spectrum of the
metals are most plentiful in the U2 region while
those of the second spectrum. dominate in the V2 region.
019
The chief characteris tie of the ultraviolet
spectrum of B5 and B6 stars is the presence of
many absorption lines. The nines of r Her and
Dra are not fully resolved by the U2 spectro-
meter and the level of the continuum must be
estimated from the high points in the continuously
varying spectrum. Nowhere is there a flat continuum
visible such as is familiar from the Paschen
continuum. This observation agrees with the
predictions of Peytreman (1975) who computed a
few ultraviolet line spectra of B type stars based







of C Dra in the visible region
sharp, the rotational velocity
km s-1 (Underhill 1973). This
a maximum half-extent of the wings
Pi
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lines.in the spectrum of Dra are instrumental
in origin. A similar conclusion can be drawn for
T Her whose rotational velocity is s 15 km s`1
.
	
	 (Heintze 1968). Thus, only the profiles of a few
lines such as the blends at C 11 1335 and C III
1176 have shapes characteristic of the line.
The resonance lines of Si II at 1260 and 12658
are conspicuous, but that of Si III at 12068 is 	 ?
submerged in the wing of Lyman a.
The identifications listed in tables 1
through 4 give a conservative estimate of what
lines are possibly present in S Dra and T Her.
Although the stars are quite similar, there are
some differences. For example, in C Dra the
presence of Si IV is questionable, a weak blended
line appearing at 1393.84 close to the wavelength
of Si IV 1393.7552, but nothing at Si IV 1402.7698.
In T Here, both of these Si 1V lines coincide with
features of similar wavelength. We wish to
i
emphasize that before any feature in the ultraviolet
spectra of B stars is attributed dominantly to one 	 r







carefully for blends. Peytreman (1875) reached
this conclusion independently from a study of
predicted ultraviolet spectra of B and A stars.	 i
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	 CrIII(2 )35.57 (250), Silll ( 33)35 .657(60), Felll(20 )35.768 (400), Crlll(2)35.77(200)
	
35.92	 Cr1Il ( 1)35.93 (500), Crlll ( 1)36.03 ( 1000), Mnlll(- ) 36.081(20)
	36.27
	
Nil](--)36.182(2), Bell (1)36.299(550), Bell (1)36.319(250), CII(2)36.337(800)
	
36.78

















	 Crlll(1)40.17(300), Mnlll(-)40.323(80), Vlll(-)40.37(0), CrIli(24)40.41(250),
CrIII(25)40.53(400)
	




















	 Ni1I(- )44.349 (30), VIII(-)44 .60(0), Mnlll(-)44.610(50), Nl(-)44.65(4)
	
44.98
	 MnI]I(- )44.790 ( 700), Nii .I(-)44.871 ( 2), Crlll(24)45.06 (400), Nill(- ) 45.073(15),
Crl I I (24)45.14(400)
	
45.80
	 Vlil(-)45.64(5), Crll](-)45.71(30), SlI(-)45.74(65), Nil](-)45.833(5),
Mnl ll (-)45.984(30)
	










Bell (-)48.220(400), Nill(-)48.400(6)., SIl(-)48.43(35), AIII(-}48.59(1).
Nil](-)48.936(1), Nill(-)48.982(3), NIII(-)49.051(1), SII(-}49.06(35),
MnI11(-)49.105(0), NHl(-)49.137(8)
Mnlll(-)49.816(650), Pill (-)49.824(400 AIII(-)49.922(6), Mnlll(-)50.122(80)
will(-)50.718(3), PIII(-)50.82(400)
Crlll(-)51.92(50), NI(-)52.07(3), NI(-)52.18(3), Mnl11(--)52:193(100)
N1(-)52.64(2), MnlIl(-)52.718(450), Crl1l(-)52.89(20)
Nill(-)52.983(2), "11(-)53,04(3), Sll(-)53.210(35)
Crl l l (-).54.10(70)
Crl I I (-)54.66(150)
Will(-)55.246 ( 15), Fell (21)55 .269(500), Alll(-)55.28 ( 1), Mnl11(-)55 ,289(80),
Nill(-)55.291(30), CHV(-)55.4300), Mnlll(-)55.523(350)
CrIV(-}55.89(400), CrllI(-)56.11(100)







Felll(40 ) 61.708 (400), Mnlll(-)61.825 ( 150), Felll (40)61.827(250)
Fell ] (40) 61272(200)


































1063.70	 Crl1I(17)63.63(10), Mn1ll(-)63.745(20), CIII(1)63.83(500), Felli(40)63.872(550)
	




65.94	 CII(12)65,891(700), CII(12)65.920(100), CIIO2)66.133(500), Fell 1(27)66.143(350)
	
66.48	 MrdlI(-)66.28700), CrIV(-)66.36(50), Crlll(-)66.55(50), Si[V(11)66.629(550)
	
67.26	 CrIII(-)67.16(200), Crlll(-)67.25(200), Nl(-)67.308(8), Mnill(-)07.343(0),
N l (-)67.386 (10)
	
68.26	 Fell 1(27)68.190(3uu), I-ei1=; )AR_299(2M), Fell (19)68.356(600)
	
68.52	 Crlll(-)68.41(800), N[(-)68.477(13), Nl(-)68.627(12), NI(-)603.670(11)
	
69.04	 MnIIIH68.980(450), Feill(27)69.019(300), Fell (20)69.038(300), NIH69.110(8),
NI(-}69.206(9)
	
69.52	 NI(-169.374(7), Crill(-)69.45(20), NI{--)69.468(6)
i
	
70.08	 NI(-)69.990(11), Mnlll(-)70.011(450), Fe[ll(-)70.284(250)
	




71.58	 MnIII(-)71.:331(700), Feil(19)71.596(600), Fell 1(26)71.746(300), CIII(1)71.76(500)
	







































83.18 FellI(-}83.176(150), Silll(23)83.210(120), Mnlll(-)83.276(1)
83.98 Mn1I1(-}83.795(300), N[[(1)83.990(400)
84.56 jaMnlll(-)84.485(450), NII(1)84.562(150), NII(1)84.580(750)
	 1










!	 89.44 CrIII(-)89.30(10), MnIll(--)89.313(250); Felll(-)89.496(250} 	 j
f	 89.74 FeIII(-)89.671(250), Mnlll(-)89.715(50),, Crlll(-)89.76(40)	 1
90.26 MnI[IH90.126(250), CrIIIC-190.27(20)
91.31 Mnl[l(-)91.233(40); Nill(-)91:407(4)
91.733. VII[(--)91.53(5), Crlll(-)91.54(10), V[I[(-)91.860(5), C11(14.05)91.937(100-A).












Sill 1(42)92.915(P), SillI(42)92.940(P), SiIII(42)92.969(P), SIIII(42)93.105(P),
















96.78	 SII(3)96.57(200), Felll(--)96.606(200), Fell(18)96.616(400), Fell (18)96.793(400),
Fell(18)96.886(600), CrllI(-)96.90(30)
	






Nl(-)97.995(8), CrIV(-)98.06(10), Nl(-)98.097(17), Crlll(-)98.21(100),






99.04	 Crlll(23)98.86(100), Crlll(-)98.95(50), NI(-198.952(9), VII 1(-)98.96(75),












01.38	 Crlll(31)01.26(50), NI(-)01.291(45), VIIi(-)01.42(25), Crlll(23)01.43(3001,
Fell(18)01.538(400)
	



















































Mn it l (-)09.073(300)
Silll(5)09.965(320)
V1V(-)10.720(2), V111(-)10.92(25)




MnIll(2)13.18(5), MMII(-}13.193(900) Sill](5)13.226(360), Crlll(30)13.26(10{3)
Mnlll(-)14.530(1 )
Mnlll (-)15.147 (90) .
V Iil(-)15.71(50)
Mnlll(-)16.151(350)




Nill(-)18.404(20); NiII(-}18.547(25); Cr111(30)18.55(200) 	
n
Mnlll(-)19.303(300), Nill(-)19.330(75), Crlll(30)19.40(5)
Vill(3)21..16(15), Nil[( )21.162(125); Crlll(-)2:1.35(30); Mnll-1(-)21.413(1}
Table 1 (Continued)
Observed IdentificationsWavelength
1122.41 MnIll(-)22.397(450), SIII(-)22.42(200), Crlll(22)22.43(150), SiIV(3)22.486(550),
Fell I(i )22.526(600)





V1I1(--)24.76(5), FelH(1)24.883(600), Pll(-)24.945(10), SII(8)25.00(100)
25.65 VIII(3)25.70(200), Crlll(22)25.73(200)
26.77 FeII(14)26.603(400), FeIllgl)26.728(400), Slll(-)26.85(100), Fell (12)26.850(400)
27.52 SiII(13.06)27.442(20-A), NiII(-)27.486(5), Crlll(-)27.71(150)
27.94 VIV(-)27.836(20), Sill 03.06)27.907(40-A), Felll(1)28.050(550),
Fell (14)28.074(500)
28.72 Fell 094)28.530(200), M'nlll(-)28.577(120), VIII(-)28.63(75), Fell 1(1)28.723(450),
Cr1I1(-)28.78(10), Mnlll(-)28.825(120), CrIIi(--)28.88(30), Fell(13)28.909(400)
29.20 Felll(1)29.190(450)	 a
30.01
30.40 FeHI(1)30.404(300), Fell 0 2)30.428 (500)
31.14 SII(8)31.05(200), VIII (-)31.05(60), Fell 1(1}31.194(450), VIV(-)31.255(20)
31.83 CrIII(-)31.90(150), Fell 1(1)31.914.(3)
32.44
32.96 a
33.75	 ' Fell(11)33.678(500), Nill(-)33.730(75), Crlll(-)33.91(50)
i



















MnI1I(-)40 . 396(200), NiII(-)40.459(75); VIII(-}40.66(10), Sill 1 (32)40.545 (120)
Nl(-)41.19(1), Vitt (-)41.20(5), Felli(-)41.272(200)
Silll(32)41.580{140), NI{-)41.60(2), CII(11,01)41.625(300), CII(11.01)41.657(30)
SiII1(32)42.282020), Fell (110,111)42.334(500), VIII(-}42.34(10),
FeI I I (39) 42.464 (250 )
Felll(39)42.955 ( 300), Vlll(- }43.19 ( 15), Fell {10 )43.235(500), NI H43.31(1},
Nill(-)43.397(50)
Felll (39)43 .545(70), CrIIi(-)43.63 ( 150), Nl(-)43 .646(15), NI(-)43.651(30),
FeM(39)43.671(200)
NI(-)44.15(2), Sill 1(32)44.306(160)
Fell(10)44.946(700),. Sill 1(32)44.959(120), PIIH45.01(1), Sill I(41)45.122050),







Fell (155 ) 48.693 ( 160), NI(=)48.77(4), VIIIH 49.08(25}
Mnlll (- )49.572(550)
V[1.1(2)49.94(. 500), PII (3)49.96(70)
Fell (110)50.689(400)
Vlll(2)51.05(150), Fel..I(10) 51.163(500).











































54.05	 Fell (10)53 .955(300), PII(3}53.99 ( 120), CrIll (29)54.12(150), NI(--)54,19(3)
	
54.30	 Vill (2)54.23(250), Fell ( 10)54.401 (400), Crlll(29)54.43(10)
	54.88
	 VIII(2)54.77(75), SiIII(31)54.998(120), PII(3)55.00(40)
	
55.30	 VilI (2)55.11 (75), Fell 0 57) 55.273 (40), Sill (-)54.34(200), Crlll(29 )55.39(150)
	56.08	 Silll(31)55.957(120)
	
55.44	 Vlll(- )56.47(15), FelI(- ) 56.575(n,0}






58.06	 Sill 1 (31)58.102 ( 140), AIIIH58.24(1)
	
58.94	 NiII(- ) 58.830 ( 100), VIII(-) .58.86 (50), MnlIi(- ) 59.022 ( 150), PII(3)59.08(80)























65.95	 Nill(-)65.798 ( 12), NI(-)65 .83605), CI1101.76 ) 65.870000), SIII H66:13(50)
	






















69.22	 VIII(1)69.11(75), Fell H69.19(0), Crlll(-)69.25(20), VIII(1)69.26000)
	












72.63	 NI(-)72.46(3), VIII(1)72.47(5), Silll(30)72.529(80), Mnlll(-)72.721(20)
	







74.95	 MnIII(-)74.81000), Crill(-)74.82(150), CIII(4)74.933(800)
	










78.04	 Si 111 (30)78.004(160), MnlIl(-)78.031(40)
	







































Crlll(-)80 .81(60), CrIll(- )81.03 ( 10), Nill(-)81 .075(30)







MnIII (7)86.14 ( 10), Crlll(- ) 86.24(20)
Vill(-)86.890(25), NiII(-)86 .933(8), Nill(-}86.993 ( 1), Nill(-)87 . 102(20)




MnIll(4)91.730(15), AIII(-)91.812(50), Nl(-)91.925(8), FeII(-)92.02(2)
SiM(40)92 .228(P), Sill](40)92.258 ( P), sml(40 ) 92.293(P), NiII(-)92 .306(5)
Nill(-)93.267 (5), Sill(5)93 .289(200), CrIII(-)93 .47(70) i
Cr1II{-)93.89(10), SHIM 94.04400)
S1II(1)94.40(300), CrIII(-)94.44(30), VIV(-)94.462(20), Siii(5)94.500(250)
TilV(-)95.25000), Crlll(-)95.42(10), Fell(-)95.46(1)
CrIIIH96.04(30}	 {
Crlll(15)96.$2(50), SiIII (40)96.436(P), Silll(40)96.470(P)













1200.26	 N 1(1)00.224(950), Ni p (-)00,307 0 )





























-	 Weak Center of La
	
24.20	 NiII(-)24.033(75), Sill(8.02)24.252(20), Nill(-)24.268{1)
	







26.86	 Sll(7)26.70(100), Crp l(14)26.72(200), Sill (8.01)26.814(50), SiII(B.02)26.887(20),
Sill (8.01)26.986(40)
	












Sill (8.01)28.43700), Nill(-)28.581(0), SiII(8.01)28.617(25), CrllI(14)28.65(300).
Si 11(8.01) 28.746(150)
	












33.22	 Crlll(21)32.96(500), NI(-)33.24(2), Nill(-)33.250(150), Crlll(-)33.28(10),
$1I(7)33.36(50)
	
33.56	 Nili(-)33.484(10), NiII(-)33.557000), Feil(275)33.660(160)
	
34.08	 CrIII(21)33.92(200), Nill(-)34,092(0), SII(7)34.14(300)
	
34.88	 N iII (-)35.069(6)
	
35.22
	 N ill (-)35.112(20)
	






	 CrIII (21)36.20(400), Fell (-)36.34(0)
	
37.14	 TRJI(-)37.028(4), Nill(-)37.049(10), Nill(-)37.247(1), Nill(-)37.260(1)
	




39.22	 NiII(-)39.061(25), Mnlll(5)39.24(50) 	 1
	







41.39	 NHI(-)41.233(2), Crill(-)41.32(20), NillH41.32000), Nill(-)41.548(3),
Nill(-)41.588(10)
	










43.24	 NI(5)43.180(550), NT(5)43.307(400), NIII(-)43.345(1), CrIIT(-)43.43(20)
	
43.81	 NiII(-)43.622(3), ViV(-)43.71800), Nill(43.848(5), Crill(-)43.97(40)
	




















50.23	 Sill (13.05)50.089(100-A), Crlll(-)50.33(20)
	
50.50	 Sil[(13.05)50.433(150-A), NiII(-)50.467(6), SII(1)50.50(300), CrIII(-)50.57(20),
Nill(-)50.685(4)
	










53.82	 SII(1)53.79(500), Cr[ll(-)53.87(5), VIII(7)54.01(400)
	
54.38	 Nill(-)54.290(2), Nill(-)54.346(0), NiII(-)54.471(1)
	
54.98	 AllU(-)54.933(-), AIIII(-)54.969(-), Nill(-)54.978(7), Nil[(-)55.034(81,
Mnlll(-)55.078(10)
	





















































SHI(4)60.421(500), Fell (9)60 .542(400)
Crlll(-)61.53(20)











N ill (-)68.359 (2)
Nill(-)69.0590), Mnlll(-)69.104(800), Crill(13)69.11(250)
NiII(-}69.917(2), Feli(-)69.96(0), NiM-)70.061(1)
VIV(-)71.153(2), Mgll(-)71.239(80), Fall (9)71.235(20), FellH71.370)
Crlll(13)71.85(200)
















































MnIll(9)84.058(30), Cr1ll(12)84.09(200), Vi 11(5)84.27(150), PII(-}84.31(5),
Hill(-)84.327(25)
Crl l l (-)85.90 (10)





Vl l l (5)87.87 (500)
Vil1I5)88.63000)
Nill(-)89.298(3), Ti[II(2)89.299(500), NiI[(-)89.354(7), Nill(-)89.36901),
VIII(4)89.42(400), N11I(-)89.5130
Pill (-)90.13(l), FeII(88)90.204(300)
VIII(-)90.77(300), FeII(-)90.78(0), Nill(-)90.908(4), CrIIi(37)90.93(200)
CrIll(37)91.25(20), NiII(-)91.25100), VIII( -)91.40(75)
CrIII(37)91.53(250), VIII(5)91.59(5), Fell (87)91.594(300), Nill(-)91.614(10),






NiII(-)93.533(6), Fell(88)93.54300), CrIll(-)93.57(100), Mn1I1(9)93.661(200)
Nill(-)94.50000), SMI(4)94.543(340), PII(-)94.64050), TiIll(1,2)94.698(600),
V I[I (-) 94.82 (50)
TiIII(1)95.883(400), CrIII(-)96.01(40), Fell (86)96.088(400)












































































Nil[(-)07.146(10), Crlll(-)07.24(100), Fell H07.24(0), Dill(-)07.276(50),
Crlfl(-)07.47(10)

































16.52	 Crlll(28)16.40(200), Fell(-) 16.49(1), Nill(-)16.502(4)
	


























































27.20	 Fell(-)27.10(0), Crlll(-)27.17(10). Nill(-)27.187(3), Nill(-)27.319(20)
	




28.10	 NI(11)27.917(25), NI(11)27.924(15), NiIll(-)28.084(75), Sill(-)28.12(50)
	
28.50	 CrlIl(-)28.37(10). NIIV(-)28.470(70), Sill H28,52(50), MnIV(-)28.564(0)
a
	
28.80	 CrIII(-)28.7800), Silll(48)28.806(P), Nill(-)28.847(3), Nill(-)28.964(25)
	
29.11	 VIII(9)29.05(25), C111(11.59)29.187M, VIV(-)29.288(10), CrIIIH29.29(20)
29.64
S










	 Crlll(-)31.56(50), VIV(-)31.665(0) 	 a
32.26
	




















































Mn IV (-)40.617 (250)
CriI1(-)41.1700)
Niii(-)41.226(0), Nilll(-)41.421(10), MnIV(-)41,461(300), Sill 1 (39)41.46W 60).
SiIII(39)41.496(P)
N111I(-)42.148(50),. CrlIl(-)42.24(40), Nill(-)42.242(20), Silll(39)42.351(P),
SilIl(39)42.392(140), Silil(39)42.432(P)
Nill(-)43.338(200), .Silil(33')L,3.388(120)
Slit(-)43.53(50), Nill(-)43.544(10), Nili(-)43.574(P), Nill(-)43.642(2)
Pill (-)43.8(70-A)





NiIV(-)45.718(760), Nill(-)45.882(50), MnIV(-)46.014(0), NiIV(-)46.083(740)
N111(-)46.3340), Nll(-)46.413(P), NII(-)46.441(10), Mnlll(-)46.58(100)
Mnlll(-)46.854(50), MnIV(-)46.865(0), Sill M46-873000), PIII(-147.00(200-A),
VIV(-)47.030(1), MnIll(-)47:087(0)
Fell{-)47.29(1)
Nill(-)48.333(30), CrIV(-)48.44(20), PII1(-)48.45(10-A), Siil(7)48.543(100)
Pill (-)49.11(200-A)
Nill(-)49.594(0), Fell(-)49.60(0)








CrI i l (-) 54.16(1 f.1)
Crlll(-)54.75(50), Fell (-)554.87(0), Pill(-)54.96(10) 	 )
MnIV(-)55.441(250), al(1)55.598000)
Mnlll(-)55.959(20), Ni1V(-)56.078(650)
Crlll(-)56.25(10), Nill(-)56.318(5), MnIV(-)56.436(0), Nill(-)56.469(20}































































Fell( 111)60.870000), Nill(-)60.956(14), Crill(-)60.97(10), Mnlll(-)61.032(10)
MnllI(-)61,26(1), Crlll(-)61.30(200), Fell(-)61.372(85), SiIll(46)61.597(160)
NillH61.885(50), MnIV(-)61.996(0)
Silll(38)62.366(100), BII(1)62.460(600), VIII(4)62.51(50)
Fell(152)62.771(400), NiIll(-)62.783(3), Crlll(-)62.85(50), NiIi(-)62.926(20)
NiIV(-)63.258(560), Nill(-)63.421(3), Sill 1(38)63.459(140), Silil(38)63.504(P),
Nill(-)63.540(2)
CrIll(-)63.73(20), Nill(-)63,861(1), Nill(-)64.067(25)
Crlll(-)64.26(50), (=ell(-)64.38(0), CrIV(-)64.4900), Nill(-)64.505(20),
Fell(103)64.575(240)
Mnlli(8)64.645(5), Nill(-)64.793(2), Tiill(-)65.021(6)
Mn1II(8)65.199(800), Silll(38)65.253(160), Crlll(36)65.29(200), Sill](38)65.292(P),
Silil(38)65.337 (P)
Mgll(-)65.544(140), Niil(-)65.760(4), Crlll(3 )65.94(70)
Mnlll(-)66.46(4), CrIll(-)66.63(120), Fell (-)66.720(85)
Silll(46)67.049(140), Nill(-)67.067(20), Cr1Il(-)67.13(40), MgII(-167.257050),
CHV(-)67.39050), Nill(-)67.394(1)
Fell(-)68:098(50), Nill(-)68.171(10), Mnlll(8)68.20(20), Crill(36)68.23(20)
VIII(-)68.31(100), TiIII(-)68.442(25), Fell(-)68.570)
Mgll(-)69.423(180), NIM11 8)69.430{400), Silil(46)69.437(100)








1372.26 Crlll(-)72.27(60), Fell (-)72.29(1), Vlll(-)72.43(10)
73.16 SilIl(67)73.030(100), V111(-- )73.34(6)
73.72 Fell H73.717020), NiII(-)73.746(4)
74.10 Nill(9)74.O75(150)
74.84 Nill(-)74.660(10), P111(-}74.78(100-A), CrIll(-)74.91(10)
75.20 Silll(67)75.083(2), Fell(-)75.172(200)
75.76 CrIV(-)75.56(200), Sill 1(67)75.688(40), Nill(-)75.822(50)
76.33 Nilll(-)76.183(15)
76.88 Crlll(-)76.90(10)












81.23	 PIII(7)81.11(1000), Fell(152)81.250(200), Nill(8)81.295(200), Nill(-)81.423(6)
	
81.76	 PIII(7)81.633(800), Crlll(-)81.67(30), Nill(-)81.694(4)
	
82.36	 CrIIIH82.19{100), NiIV(-)82.448(380), Vill(--)82.48(100)
t
	82.75	 NHI(-)82.695(2), Fell(-)82.71(0), Fell 1(-)82.857(70)
	


























87.52	 V l ll (-)87.400 5)
	
87.96	 Nill(-)87.851(5), Fell H87.87(0), Nilll(-)87.870(3), Sill 1(37)87.948(25),









89.86	 CrIII(-)89.73(150), Nilll(-)89.735(20), VIII(8)89.79(200)
90.32
	









	 CrIll(-)93.22(10), Nill(-)93.330(100), Fell(-)93.49(1)
	






95.20	 VIV(-)95.001(60), Felll(-)95.213(200), FeIII(-)95.382(20)
	








97.41	 Crlll(-)97.40(30), NiII(-)97.48012), Fell(350)97.572(10)
	
97.82	 VIII(8)97.62(60), CrlIl(-)97.69(10), Nili(-)97.858(2), Crlll(-)97.90(30),
Nill (-)98.009(3)
	
98.52	 Fell (-)98.38(1), VI II(8)98.47(75), Nil1(-)98.612(40)
	





































CrI I I (-)02.07(30)
i Nili(-)02.379(20), Crlll(- )02.62(40)I
Crlll(-)02.99(10), Ni111(-103.11305), Fell (-)03.246(l)
j Sill (13.03)03.783(5), CrIII(-)03.92(30)
Siif(13.03)04.170(1)
Sill(13.03)04.478(6), Crlli(-)04.50(10)
Vlll(-)05.14(5), MnIi1(-)05.244(40), Ni11IH05,279(10), Crlll(-)05.37(30)
Fell H05.604(2), Crlll(-)05.72(20), VIII(-
  105.74(5), Fell (--)05.797(1)
NiIII(-)06.250(50)
Crlll(-)06.31(40)





Fell (- )08,478. (80),. V .IV(-)08.639(8), Crlll(-)08.71(50)
NillI(-)09.000051, Sill (13.02)09.073(10), Crlll(-)09.1000), FeII(-)09.27701
NIII(-109.61205)












NiIV(-)11.461(780), Fell(-) 11.470), Crlll(-)11.5300)






CrIII(-)14.62(50), Crlll(-)14.79(10), VIV(-)14.842(20), Fell(-)14.89(1),
Nilli(-)14.916(15)
Crl l l (-)15.25(50)
Nill(-)15.728(20), Fell(-  115.75(1), Crlll(-)15.81(10), Nilll(-)15.909(5)
Fell (-)16,62(0), Nill(-)16.660(0), FeilH16.73(0)
NiiII(-)16.956(75), Sili(18.06)16.972(10-A), Nil[(-)17.007(10), Crlll(-)17.13(70)
Nilll(-)17.387(2), Niil(-)17.553(1), Crlll(-)17.6700), Nill(-)17.69900),
VIII(-)17.71(50)

























f	 18.48 NilV(-)18.501(150), VIV(-)18.533(30)
Ji 18.92 Fell(-)18.855(10), VIV(-)18.92100)
I _	 19.48 FeIlH19.31(0), Nill[(-)19.382(10), VIV(-)19.580(80)
#	 19.94 Tilll{-)20.036(300)
20.57 Tilll(-)20.440(280), Nilll(-)20.448(75), NiH(-)20.674(5)
21.02 NilI(-)20.843.08), Fell H20,911(30), NiIIl(-121.082110), Crifl(-)21.20(50)



















24.11	 Fell(47)24.047(50), TilH(-)24.140(300), VIV(-)24.197(0), Fell(-)24.31(0)
	
24.70
	 NiIII(-)24.511000), Cr1V(-)24.62000), Fell (47)24.716(70), Silll(62)24.775(40),
N ill (-)24.890(3)
	





The Spectrum of ^ Ora: 2000A to 300011
Observed
Wavelength	 identifications































































Fell 1(71)40.407(3), Fell (93)40.687(25)
Fe111(71)44.034(3)



















66.7 Nill(15)66.41(5), Cr11(52)66.66(2), Ca•I1(52)66.75(3)
68.1 FeII(137)67.917(20), Fel1I(48)68.243(12)
68.9 Mn III ( 10)68.965(1000), CrIll(38)69.00(20)




































87.4 Felll(77)87.132(8), Fell 008}87.527(25)
88.7 Fell 1(67188.625(5)
90.1 Felll(124)90.053(7), Fell 1(67)90,139(12), Mn111(10)90.169(300),
Fel l I (59)90.240(6)
91.5 Felll(77)91.312(7), Cll(28)91.63(2)
93.3 Feill( M92.945(6), CII(28)93.13(1), Fell 1(77)93.504(4), Fell(290)93.683(35)
94.3 NII(16.06)94.1830
95.0 Mnlil(10)94.712(5M, Fell 1(105)95,327(3)
96.1 NII(16.06)96.192(4), Fe(iI(59)96.430(6)
97.3 Felll(67)97.48005), Fell (80,1120)97.512(25), Fell[(66)97.672(12)
99.6 Fe111(129)99.332(6), Mnill(10)99.908(500)
2101.0 Fell 1(129)00.961(8), Fell(250)00.963(5)
02.0
03.0 TiIV(2)03.08(10), Crll[(41)03.22(20), Call (9)03.239(2), Crill(41)03.32(20)
04.1 Fell l(66)03.79902)
05.0 CrIll(41)04.85(20), Fell 1(146)05.020(5)
06.0 MnIHOW05.98200)
06.8
073 Fell (250)07.565(10), Crill(41)07.68(20), Mnlll(10)07.811(5), MnIll(10)07.853(15)
09.0 FelII005)08.676(5), Fell (227)08.942(25), Fell (227,250)09.097(10)
09.7 Feli(227)l1.' 61?(25)
10.5 Fell (290)10.240(25), Cr11(16)10.37(5), Cril(26)10.68(4), Fell(108)10.724(15)
11.1 Cril(26)10.92(5), Crll(26)10.98(10), Crll(26)11.26(4)
12.1 Cr(105)12.1600)
..	 , 	 %	

















































































Fell(6)46.05800), Fell 1(59) 46.062(8)




Fell (135)50.618(20), Fell(248)50.762(10), Fell(106)51.095(25)





















2169.5	 Fell(370)69.43100), MnIII(-)69.657(1000), Felil(140)69.709(5)
	
71.2	 FeIII(70)71.045{12), CrII(36)71.06(40), CrIt(36)71.18(30)
	
71.9	 FeII(372)71.550(1), Fell (372)72.056(1)
	
73.0	 Fell (372)72.679(8), Fell (134)72.989(15), Fell (248173.220(20)
	




77.3	 Fell(106)77.025(10), Nill(40)77.08(6), Nill(40)77.36(6)
78,0
	
79.6	 Felll(75)79.258(6), NiII(40)79.36(6), N1110479.460), Crll(221)79.72(2)
	
81.6	 Fell(370)81.407(5), FeIll(122)81.407(4), Crlll(51)81.41(15), Crll(221)81.54(4)
82.4
	
83.9	 Crlll(55,64)83.71(50), Fell(247)83.803(10), Fell[ (65)83,980(6),
Felll(122)84.114(4)
	
85.1	 MnIll(--)84.849(800), Crlll(51,68)85.01(100), MnIll(-)85.103(600)
	
























































19.6	 CrIII(58)11.46(101, Cr11(20)11.85(20), MnIII(-)11.942(400)
12.9
	
13.5	 Crll(21)13.56(10), Fell (168)13.679(20)
	





	17.2	 Fell (168)17.048(0), VIII(12)17.40(30), Crlll(-)17.51(40)
	
18.3	 Fell (367)18.289(30), V11102M.35(30), CrII(209)18.36(6)
19.2 i
	









































































48.0	 FeII(365)47.692(35), CrII(49)47.91(18), CrII(49)48.30(50)
	
49.4	 FeII(365)49.063(30), Fell (5,365)49.181(25), Crll(49)49.32(2), Crll(49)49.78(30)
	



















2255.9	 CII(43)55.68(1), Fell (365)55.691(50i, Fell 033) 55.7590), Crll(49,77)56.01(50)
	
56.7	 Crll(49)56.38(12), Crll(49)56.56(2), CII(43)56.79(0), Fell(365)56.897(10)
	

























































































































2315.1	 Crll(19)14.71(40), Crll(19)14.81(8), Fell (389)15.31 4(tr)
	
16.0	 FellI{- ) 15.70(10), Nill(11 ) 16.034(80)
	17.5	 Fell(183)17.377(0)
	
18.5	 Feli;183)18 .3430), Nill (38)18.48 ( 12), Crll(208 ) 18.49 (2), Fell(132 )13.5340),Crll(149)18.77(10)
	
20.0
	 NiII(37)19.73(12), N1I(16)19.941(4), Crll(19)20.08(30), Crll(128)20.29(5)
	












27.6	 YIII(1)27.30(20), Fell (3)27.391(7), Crlll(62)27.67(20)
29.1
	
30.2	 FeIll(72)29.905(9), Crll(128)30.030M, VIII(11)30.37000)
	
31.5	 Fell (35)31.308(7), Fell I(72)31.38(P), V1I1(11)31.67(75)
	




34.3	 CrII(47)34.17(8), Cril(47)34.24(7), Cr11(47)34.37(8), Sill (0-01)34.404(30),








Crll(129)36.42(3), NiII(27)36.59(5), Nill(50)36.7005), Fe1II(121M.76800)
Fell (3)38.005(8)
Fell 005)39.408(2), Felll(151)39.913(5)









2343.6	 Nill{37}43.489(12), Fell (3)43.495(8), Nifl(58)43.93(4), Fell (35)43.955(6)
	
44.4	 Sill (0.01 )44.2030 0), Fell(3)44.278(8), CrII(203)44.54(20)
	
45.5	 Crll(34)45.25(15), NRI(58)45.26(30), FeII(165)45,327(5), Crll(34)45.35(25),
Nilli l l )45.44(15)
	




























59.5	 Fell(3,165,379)59.111(8), TiIV(-)59.51(5), Fell(165)59.594(3) 9
	60.4	 Fell(35)59.999(8), CrII(208)60.14(10), Sill(36)60.20(10), Felll(121)60.28(P),
Fell(36)60.287 (8)
	





63.8	 FeII(165)63.641(1), CrII(111)63.65(3), Fell (270)63.811(3), Fell(379)63.855(4).
CrII IM64.0200)
	
65.0	 Fell (3)64.825(8), Crll(111)65.15(4), NiIII(23)65.172(10), CrIl(111,203)65.26(20)
	












72.7 Crll(127)72.63(2), Fell(333)72.631(3), Fell(148)72.777(0)
73.8 Fell 073.733(8), Mnlll(14)73.840(20), Fe1Il015)73.504(6)
75.1 THII(10)75.02(6), Fell(-)75.180, Fell (36)75.102(7), Ni:I(21)73.426(:30)
76.3 Crll(147)76.40(5), Fell (379)76.435(5)
77.2 Nill(28)77.31(10)
77.9
79.3 Fell 082)79.003(2), Fell (211)79.155(2), Fell(36)79.2 5(7)
81.0 FeII(3)80.757(7)
82.1 CrII(44)81.97(2), Fell (2)82.034( g ), Crll(44)82.20(5), Fell (36)82,356('
83.1 Fell 017)82.902(3), Fell (2)83.060(4), FeII(36)83.242(7)
84.5 Fell(36)84.386(7)
85.2 Fell(35)84.999(3)
:	 86.6 Fell (396)86-387(2), NI1(18.06)86.78(1)
87.7 FeII(286)87.424(2), Nitl(19)87.77(25)
88.9 Fell(2)88.629(9), MnIll(14)89.023(300)
90.1 Fell (244)89.870(1), Fell(304)90.311(0)




Table 2 (Continued)	 J
Observed
Wavelength Identifications





98.5 CrII(43)98.28(1), Cril(43)98.5105), Nill(49)98.62(2), Fell (402)98.664(2)
99.5 Fell (2,36)99.237(9), Fell(396)99.499(1), Fell (303)99.636(0), VIII(10)99.67(75).
Crll(235)99.67(30)
2400.2 CrIM70)00.2405), FeII(181)00.274(2), Fell (244)00.338(4)
01.6 Fell(402)01,301(2), CII(16)01.761(5)
02.6 Crll(44)02.31(2), CII(16)02.402(16), Fell (377)02.450(8), Fell(36)02.597(3),
Crll(44)02.73(3), Nilll(26)02.877(20)
04.7 Fell (2)04.430(7), Crll(335)04.72(2), Fell (2)04.882( g ), CrII(170)04.92(8)
05.8 Fell (402)05.688(2), Crll(282)05.72(1), Nilll(23)05.937(50), Fell(373)06.018(tr),
Fell 031)06.086(l )
06.9 Fell 006.661)(9), Nill(36)06.89(6), Fell (302)06,982(3), Vill(10)07.17(80) 	
9
07.8 Fall (396)07.765(0), Fell (1116)07.940(2), Crll(335)06.02(3), Mnlll(14)08.056(80)
08.5 Fell(402)08.653(2)
i
09.8 Fell (11 	 FeI1(377)09.535(0), Fell (224)09.708(l), Crll(170)09.96(5)




13.4 Fell (2)13.308( g ), CrII(17003.6405), CrIII(59)13.65(30)	 j
14.1 VIII00113.89(40), THII(9)13.9705), Fell (1164)14.0800)
	 j
'	 14.9 iY1110)14.68(1D0), Fell(181)15.038(3)
15.6 Fell (130)15.776(0) h







Table 2 ( Continued)
Observed
Wavelength Identifications
2418 . 7 Fell ( 396)18.440(2), Felll(47 ) 18.568 ( 7), Fell (364)18 .702(l)




22.8 FeII (301)22 .688(4), Crll(169)22.93 ( 2), Fell 015)22.932(1)
23.6 Mnlll ( 14)23.490 (20), Fell (388)23 .500(tr), Mnlll ( 14)23 .697(100), Fell (313 )23.919(l)
24.3 Fell(180)24.141(8), Fell (149)24380(3), Fell (180,301)24.585(3)
26.0 Fell(224)25.677(3), Fell(130)25.904(2)
27.3 Fell(114)27.197(1)
28.1 Fell 0 14) 28.079 (0), Fell (301 ) 28.286 ( 4), CrIl (246)28 .29(2), Fell(300)28.367(0i
28.7 Sill(34)28.45(10), Fell (301)28.795(3), Fell (375)28.970(6)
29.3 Fell (376)28.970(6), Fell (301)29.034(3), Fell(385)29.148(1G), Fell,148)29.382(3),
Fell 080)29.497(2)
30.1 CrIII(59)29.75(30), Fell (-)29.849(2), Fell 080)30.073(7), Fell (301)30.184(2)
30.9 Fell(375)30.87600), Fell (375)31.236(3)
32.8 Fell(321)32.701(1), FeII (321)32.867(7), CII (52)32.90(0), Fell(364)3 3.050(1)
33.7 Fell(164)33,495(4), Nill(19)33.57(10), Fell(359)33.571(1), FeiI;375)34.05205)
34.9 Fell (301)34.645(3), Fell (321)34.733(7), CM51)34.810), F01;375)34.822(5),
Fell(180)34.942(7), Fell (3133)34-988(215)
36.6 Fell (360)36.413(0), Fell (384)36.615(20), Fell(3755)36.987(10)
37.3 Fell (375)37.100(5), Fell (210)37.157(3), Fell(313)37.256(3)
38.0 FeII(375)37.632(20), Nill(19)37.892(20), Felll(47)38.174(8)









r Table 2 (Continued)
Observed	 IdentificationsWavelength
	











50 ; 1	 Crll(190)49.95(25), Fe1I(300)49.961(4), FeII(--)50.027(3), Fell (3'75)50.134(5),
Poll (300) 50.196(4), CrII(190)50.37(20)
	
51.3	 FeII(34)51.106(2), FeII(209)51.208(3), Fell (I14,300)51.354(1)
	53.1	 Fell(300)52.9160 ), Fell(386)53.165(2)
	
53.9	 Fell (375)53.747(15), Fell(163)53.794(3), CrII(328)53.90(1), Fell(375)53.935(25),




















FeII(401)60.171(1), Crll(168)60.42(30), Fell(395)60.453(5), SIII(17)60.50(5),
CrllH60.5500), Fell (359)60.644(2), Crll(310)60.77(15)
	
61.4




Fell(209)61.855(8), CrII(245)61.93(5), Fell (395)62.325(l), CrII(168)62.3505)
	62.9	 CrII(168)62.820 ), Fell (208)63.280(6)
	
64.0	 FeII(129,162)63.726(2), Fell(385)63.900(5), Fell(208)64.007(7),
Crll(168)64.31(4)
	
65.2	 Fell (208)64.903(7), Crll(168)64,94(8), Fell (148)65.194(7) 	 9
	66.8	 Fell 079)66.670(7), Fell (179)66.811(7)
	
68.5
	 FeII(145,163)68.292(4), Feli(118)(58.561(1), CrlI089)6S.670)
	

















2471.8	 Fell (162)71.674(0), Fell (162)72.075(2)
	




75.5	 AIII(12)75.260(4), Fell(395)75.548(3), Crll(92)75.69(30)
	
76.2	 Fell (163)76.264(3), AIII(-)76.30{4), FeII(386)76.437(0)
	
77.2	 Crll(145)76.90(20), Cr1I(-)77.00(12), Fell(162)77.342(4), Fell (113)77,487(1)
	
78.4	 Fell (224)78.115(3), Feil(149)78.206(2), Fell(161M.419(2), Fell', 179178.568(f"t
	





81.7	 SilIl(89)81.508(3), Fell(112,331)81.576(2), PI1(5)81.984i )
	




84.1	 CrII(75)83.79(40), PII(5)84.152(8), Fell(243)84.243(5), Nill(61)84.32(10)
	
84.7
	 Fell(400)84.442(3), Fell (243)84.553(1), Fell(34)85.076(0)
	
85.4	 AIII(-)85.350), Crll(309)85.41(15), Fell (382)85.495(0)
	




88.4	 NIl(20)88.120(2), CrIII(66)88.26(60), Crl1(-)88.30(12), Fell (-)88.335(2),
Crll(93)88.34(12)
	
89.2	 Crll(92)89.28(50), Crll(-)89.46(15), Fell(161)89.435I7)
	
90.1	 Fell (207)89.826(8), Crlf(219)90.07(20), NII(20)90.281(4)
	
91.1	 Fell 079)90.856(6), NII(34)91.21(3), Fell (207)91.392(6)
	
92.5	 Fell (243)92.341(4), Crll(234)92.62(40), Crll(234)92.66(30)
	





95.8	 Fell H95.860(5), PII(5)96.003I7)
,Fell (147)17.124(6), Fell (207)17.211(2)
Crll(308)18.29(100), Cr11(308)18.85(30)
FeII(268)19.044(7), CrII(91)19.08(25), Fell (222)19.404(2), Crll(320)19.61(15)
F












Crll(145)96.44(10), NII(34)96.52(P), CrII(-)96.60(15), Crll(336)96.81(40),
NII(20)96.83(5), NII(34)96.97(4)




Fell (357)00.919(5), PII(5)00.922(7), Sill(18)00.928(3), FeII(400)01.351(0),
CrII(73)01.48(25)
Sill (18)01.970(5), CrIlH02.1602), FeII(207)02.388(7)
FeII(206)03.323(7), Crll(298)03.41(2), Fell(161,175)03.560(5), CrII(201)03.62(3)
FeII(285)03.870(7), NII(33)04.188(4)
Crlll(-)04.72(40), NII(33)04.776(P), NII(33)04.993(P), Crlll(66)05.04(10),
i-Ml(33)05.217(2)
Fell(207)05.091(7), Cr1I(41)06.11(8), Crlll(--)06.41(80), FeII(128)06.429(2)
Crll(167)06.76(5), Fell(175)06.797(2), Crll(41)06.93(4), FeII(207)07.014(2)
CrllH09.1002), Fell(242)09.117(4), CII(14)09.12100)
FeII(363)09.875(1), NII(33)09.902(P), FeII(400)10.121(1), Crll(200)10.24(20)
NiII(18)10.871(30), Crll(91)11.22(20)
CII(14)11.734(5), Fell 061)11.75900), Fell(175)11.910(2), C1I(14)12.035(12),
Crll (167 )12.22 (8)



































2521.3	 Feli(268)21.089(7), Fell (-)21.209(2), Fell(-)21.485(2)
	








	 Crll(199)23.93(15), Nilll(32)24.360(15), NU(i9)24.488(4)
	
25.3	 Fell (330)25.114(4), CrII(-)25.35(20), FeII(159)25.386(10), NiII(61)25.42(10)
	
25.8	 Fell(241)25.858(3), Fell (363)25.933(2), Fell(159)26.071(5), NII(19)26,17(0)
	
27.4	 Crll(308)27.40(2), CrII(9)27.57(7), Fell (329)27.694(5), TiIlIM27.8005)
	
29.1	 Fell (357)29.078(5), Fell (241)29.221(5), Crll(9)29.48(25)
	
30.1	 Crll(308)29.90(75), Fell (329)29.929(l), Fell 1 178,363)30. 1103(6),
CrII(108)30.18(150), Cril(308)30.20(150)
	
30.9	 CrII(110,126)30.78(20), CrIIi'(42)30.99(80), Fell (33)31,082(l)
	
31.9	 CrII(9)31.84(25), Felll(92)31.890(5), Fell (392)32.093 (tr)
	
32.7	 Cril(-)32.65(20), Alll(15)32.655(2), Cr1I(110)32.99(6)
	
33.7	 Atli 05)33.41(0.5), CrII(i08)33.4500), Fell 059)33.62600)
	
34.4	 CHI(9)34.33(40), Fell(159)34.413(9), Crll(244)34.49(5)
	
35.5	 Fell(405Mi.364(3), FeII(177)35.480(7), CrII(308)35.600)
	
36.8	 Crll(41)36.35(5), Fell(241)36.673(7), Fell (11
	
38.1	 Fell](92)37.934(2), Fell (319)38.205(6), Crll(308)38.31(100), Fell (178)38.393(l)
	
38.8	 Fell (1160)38.500(5), Crii(255)3B.54(2), Fell(268)38.577(2), Fell (363)X681(2),
Fell 058)38.794(9), Fell 0 58)36.898 (8), Fell(158)39.003(10)
	
40.8	 FeII(349)40.531(2), Fell ( 41 77,343'140.669(6), C[I(42)40.88(1), Fell (1177)41.096(7)
	
42.4	 Fell(33)42.316(1), Crll(90)42.38(3), Tilll(7)42.41(1)
	
43.1	 CrII(108)43.14(30), Fell (159)43.382(8), Fell(177)43.431(5)
45.';	 FeII(147)44.972(6), Crlll(57)45.17(50), FeI[(159)45.215(7)
	
46.7	 CrII(108)46.45(20), FeII(177)46.667(8), TiIV(4)46.85(12)
	









2548.6	 Fell(146)48.325(4), CrII(308)48.42(5), Cr11(109)48.58(40), Fell(158)48.590(6),
Fell(145)48.741(7), Fell(319)48.925(5)
	
49.2	 Fe1I(319)48.925(5), FeII(284)49.082(7), Fell (377)49.399(8), FeII(377)49.453(8)
	
49.9	 CrIMOM49.720), Fell (266)49.774(3), Fell (240)50.023(8), Fell (363)50.155(2),
Alll(-)50.23(3), Crll(90,108)50.28(15)
	
50.8	 CrI1018)50.540), Fell (158)50.575(2), Fell(240)50.680(8), Fell 1(130)51.098(6)
	
51.5	 Fell(328)51.201(4), Crll(109)51.58(50), Cr1l(109)51.88(7)
52.5
	






56.9	 CrII(232)56.97(7), Fall 058)57.079(2)
	









62.3	 Fell(221)62.094(6), Crll(41,317)62.37(25), Fell (64)62.535(13)
	
63.6	 NII(46)63.319(3), Cr1I(232)63.35(40), Tilll(6)63.42(15), FeII(64)63.472(12),
Crll(89)63.58(50), Fell(266)63.834(4)
	




66.6	 Fell (405)66.397(4), Crll(89)66.52(8), Fe1fj174)66.623(4), CrII(305)66.85(10),
FeII(64)66.908(9)
	
67.7	 Crll(331)67.50(5), Tilll(6)67.53(8), CrII(305)67.59(8)
	




71.0	 CrII(107)70.70(7), Fell (284)70.843(7), Crll(317)71.10(3)
	



































Fell 090)72.965(3), Fell (205)73.206(4), Cril(71)73.32(4), Crll(232)73.54(50)
Crll(89)74.18(7), Fell (144)74.363(9)
TiIII(6)76.43(5), Crll(331)76.45(2)
Fell (64)77.920(9), Crlil(-)77.96(40), Crll(89)77.97(5), Crll(89)78.31(40)
Fell (265)78.985(l), Crll(262)79.12(25), Fell(-)79.127(3), Fe1I(239,266)79.406(3)
CrII(218)79.88(4)
Till 1(6)80.43(5), FeII(327)80.717(0), Crll(-)80.72(10)
Fell(190)81.111(2)




Crll(-)85.60(35), Fell(326)85.629(5), Fell (239)85.76(P), Fell(! )85376(13)
Alll(-)86.95(6), NiIl M87.25(4)




CII(36)92.710), Fell (318)92.781(9), Crll(106)92.86(3), V1I1(13)93.07(160)
CrII(301)93.49(8), Fell(64)93.722(7)
FeII(310)94.964(2), VIII(13)95.11(170)
Fell 072)95.285(2), Crll(87)95.34(4), Crll(262)95.55(25), Fell 1(80)95.622(8)










PUM03.71(2), CII(33)03.72(1), Crll(105)03.73(10), Fell(404)04.048(1)
SiII(15)04.422(2), FeM265)(14.6550 ), CII(33)04.863(4)
Fell (204)05.416(6), NiII(62)05.45(3), C11(33)05.620), Crll(280)05.63(15)
CrII(87)07.0602), Fell (1)07.086(13)
Crll(143)08.60(l), FeIII(136)08.682(5), Crll(87)08.80(8), Fell(171)08.852(3),
Fell (310)09.122(5), CrII(261)09.11(1)
Fell (204)09.859(4), CrII(324)10.04(20), Niil(62)10.08(25)
CrII(316)10.70(40), CrII(105,124)11.04(30), Fell (64)11.075(6), Crll(316)10.81(50)
Crll(105)11.62(20), NiII(56)11.66(3), FeII(1)11.87303)




CrII(87)18.49(7), CrII(316)18.63(15), Crll(-)18.77(12), Fell (171)19.071(7)
Crll(324)19.59(75)
Fell(1)20.408(6), Crll(316)20.48(50), Fell 071)20.693(7)
FelI(1)21.66900)
CrII(324)23.20(40), Crll(124)23.39(30), Fell(171)23.721(5), CrII(324)23.82(10)
Fell (318)25.489(g ), Fell(1)25.664(13), CrII(143)25.87(2)
Fell 073)26.499(6), N11102)26.570), Fell(203)26.695(1), Crll(280)26.78(20)







































31.1	 Crll(63)30.93(50), Fall (1,171)31.045(13), Fell(1)31.321(13)
	
31.6	 Fell(1)31.?2103), Nill(63)31.52(2), AIII(11)31.553(7), Fell 071)31.607(8)
	
32.3	 Crll ( 144)32 . 10(3), Crll ( 324)32.36(20), Crll(337)32.54(15)




35.4	 Fell (296)35.127(tr), Fell(238,296)35.401(2)
	
36.4	 CrII(62)36A6(10), FeII(356)36.687(1), PIl(4)36.78(3)
	
37.7	 CrII ( 198)37 .48(20), Fell (410M .5150 ), FeII(221)37.643 (6), Af11(14)37 . 695(5)
	
38.7	 Crll ( 324)38 .53(3), AIII ( 14)38 .547(0), AIII(14)38 .625(0 .5), A111(14)38 .695(3)
	39.8	 FeII(221)39.560(5), Crll(323)39.91(7), Cril(216)40.00(7)
	




43.8	 CII(32)43.427(3), Crl102303.5402), NII(50)43.93(1)
	
45.3	 Fell (263,309)45.084 (3), FeII(421 ) 45.191(2), Fell (426)45.328 (3), FellIH45 .39(9),
SiII(25)45.539(0)
	
45.9	 Fell(410)45.911(0), NII(50)46.O2(0), Fell(237)46.206(1)
	








50.5	 CrII(64)50.38(2), Fell (410)50.492(4), Crll(143)50.80(7)
	




53.5	 Crll (330)53 .25(4), Crll(8)53.57 (85), Fell (432)53 .586(0), Fell(432 )53.678(0)
	54.9	 FeII(410)54.639(2)
	
































Crl11103,1164)59.4700), FeIII(91)59.614(4), CrII(268)59.73(8), Sill (25)59.781(5)
Mg1I(4)60.755(10), Crll(164)60.77(8,, Mgll(4)60.821(10)
CrII(62)61.59(10), Crll(8)61.73(50), Fell (429)61.789(0)
Fell(410)62.563(2), Cr[l(165)62.72(7)
Fell (432)63.269(0), Ael63.271(2 3 S-11 3 P°), Crll(329)63.28(30), Crll(8)63.42(75),
CrII(8)63.67(45)
Fell(263)64.665(10)
SIII(19)65.40(7), Fe[I(428)65.563(1), Cr1I(329)65.58(30), CrII(8)66.02(80)
Fell (263)66.631(10)
Fe[I(430)67.635(tr), CII(164,329)67.89(25)
CrII(8)68.71(70), FeII(429)68.938(l), Fell (429)69.023(l), AIII(1)69.166(10)
FeII(416)69.932(2), CII(23)69.960(3), SIl(11)70.0(3), Crll(63)70.06(30)
Sill (25)70.153(0), CrII(69)70.24(25), NHI(45)70.33(3), FeII(355)70.384(2)
CrI[(61)71.02(2), Fell (410)71.404(2)
CrII(8)71.80(80), FeII(432)71.941(1), Fell (429)72.152(1)
FeII(202)72.310(0), Cr[I(122)72.37(15), Fell(429)72.506(2), Crll(8)72.83(90)
Crll(329)73.97(8), Crll(329)74.07(8), Crll(329)74.26(7)
CrIV69)75.67(20), Crll(292)75.74(15), NI1(52)75.78(2)
CrII(8)77.13(100), Hel77.132(23 5-103 P°), CrI[(8)77.19(125)
SiII(20)77.906(3)
CrII(7)78.79(100), FelIl(149)78.810(6), Nill(63)79.25(6)
CrII(267)79.89(15), CrII(142)80.16(8), Fell(408)80.244(1), Crll(292)80.32(15),
SIII(19)80.47(4)







CrII086)82,950), Fell (416)82.989(3), Alll(-)83.280(3)
Crll(304)83.73(4), Crll(277)84.09(8)
CrII(85)84.72(7), Fell (283)84.7B2(10), FOM201)84.9400, CrIIO2486.04(18)
Fell (202)86.100(1), Fell(262)86.3B8(1), Crll(241)86.40(6), Crll(68)86.66(4)
Cr1l(304)8B.14(5), Crll(84)88.28(65), Crll(186)88.41(45), Crl1(304)88.50(p)
Cr1I(188)89.79(10)
CrIl(8,85)91.03(P0)
SI1109)91.66(6), Fell(202)91.732(4), Crli(277,322)91.99(3), Crll(64)92.11(25)
Fell(263)92,60100), Crll(322)92.64(1), Fell(62)92.826(5)
Fell(261)93.852(3), CrII(215,277)93.87(7), Fell (374)94.209(2), Crll(322)94.43(4)
Fell1059)95.1300), Felll(159)95.34(9)
Crll(61,215)96.10(4), HeI96.118(2 3 5-93 P°), Crll(84)96.78(20)
Fell (341)97.330(4), Feill(159)97.37(P), Fell (341)97.463(6), Crll(186)97.51(25),
Fall(325)97.726(2), Fell(431)97.801(2)
Crll(7)98,40(100), FeM059)98.41(7), Crll(7)98.68(35), CHI(289)98.85(30),
ScHI(3)99.01(3)
Fell](159)00.02(8)











































Cr1I(7)12.30(80), Fell(431)12.317(1), C[1(60)12.32(0), FeII(201)12.386(6)
(.41(289)12.8500), Fell(325)12.989(1)
Fell(63)14.414(13)
Fell(261)16.216(9), Fell (33906.429(3), Fell(434)16.572(3), Fell(62)16.683(2)
Crll(7,102)17.51(40), Fell (32,417)17.533(0), Fell(431)17.885(3)
CrIl(102)18.32(40), Crll(121)18.43(55), Fell (4-17)18.639(5)
Fell (339)19.296(5), Crll(60)19.31(3)
Crll(102)20.06(50), Crli(102120.2500), Fell[ 013)20.381(5)
Fell (199)21.813(4), Fell(260)22.060(5)




Crll(102)27.25(85), CII(31)27.36(2), Fell(200)27.382(8), Fell(63)27.538(13),
CrI (162127.590 )





































































	 Fell(63)/49.178(13), Fell (62)49.324(14), Fell (63)49.482(12)
	




	 CrUM5135(85), FeII(418)52.092(3), Fell(373)52.159(4)
	









	 Fell(62)55.733(15), Cr[I(101)55.81(10), Crll(101)56.30(40)
	
57.1	 3[I1(16)56.89(8), CrII(101)56.8905), Crll(100)56,96(20), Fell 099)57.029(5)
	
57.9	 Cri[(6)5-7.72(80), Fell (-)57.818(2)
	
59.0	 Cr1I(252)58.99(40), Nill(66)59.02(8), FeII(32)59.336(2)
	
60.0	 Crll(101)59.73(30), Crll(184)60.04(20), CrII(101)60.20(12)
	
60.5

















2763.8 Cr1l001}63.59(20), Fell (440)63.674(2), Hel63.798(2 3 5-73 P°), Fell (1199)63.913(3),Crll(253)63.97(12), Fell (407)63.979(2)
64.8 Fell 0 98)64.787 (3), Crll{138)64.96{10), C11(37)65.120(1)
66.0 CrII(260)65.86(20), CII(37)66.118(2), Fell (324)66.200(l)
67.4 CrII(266)67.26(10), Fall (235,373)67.500(13), CrII(253)67.62(20), C[1(37)67.673(3)
69.3 FeII{63)68.940(8), Fell (200)69,153(6), Crll(333)69.29(8), Fell (198)69.354(g),
Fell (11
70.5 FeI[(337)70.303(1), Fe[I(--)70.432(2), Fell(198,199)70.507(5)
71.6 Fell 097) 71.553 (3), Crll(333)71.89(20)
72.6 CrII(183)72.33(8), Fell (63)72.7190)
74.9 Fell (218)74.686(7)
76.5 Crll(252)76.65(20)
78.1 Fell(281)77.840(1), Fell (233)77.892(5), Crll(266)78.06(70)
79.7 Fell (234179.302{11), Fell (348)79.906(4)
80.3 Fell (348)80.035(3), Fell(259)80.178(tr), Crll(183,252)80.30(85)
81.2 CrII(58)80.89(25), Crll(260)81.07(25)
82.0 CrII(276)82.13(4)
83.5 Fell(337)83.410(1), Fell (234)83.690(12)
84.2 Fell (295)83.959(2), Fell (295)84.282(2), Fell (373)84.484(l)
85.0 Crll(99)85.10(10), Fell (373)85.213(8), Cr[I(266)85.32(2)
86.1 Fell(295)85.800(tr), Crll(183)86.30(2)
87.1 Crll(307)87.13(2), Fell (380)87.260(3), Crll(196)87.30(5)
87.7 Crl[(58)87.61(55), Crll(259)87.90(25)
88.4 Fe[[1(120)8B.258(6)
89.7 Crll(276,327)89.39(40), Fell (436)90.065(l)
90.7 FeII(282)90.557(3), CHI{327)90.64(1), Fell (32)90.752(0), Mgll(3190.768(40),
CrI[(327)90.94(6)









2792.7	 Crll(251)92.49(4), CrUl"I )92.79(4)
	
94.1	 Fell (198)93.887(7), CrII(307)94.39(5)
	
95.5	 Crll(197)95.32(2), MgII(1)95.523(50), Fell (281)95.760(l)
	
97.9	 CII(49)97.70(l), Fell (234)97.914(5), Mgll(3)97.989(40)
	







03.5	 Cr[I(67)03.22(8), Crll(116)03.35(20), Felil(120)03A41(6), CII(48)03.45(0),
FeR (438)03.450(2)
	

























































































	35.9	 CrII(5)35.63(200), FeII(216)35.716(9), FeIII(126)36.107(4), Fell(294)36.185(4)
	
37.6	 FeII(231)37.300(5), CII(13)37.603(18), Crll(81)37.88(20)
	
39.4





	 CrII(115)40.43(12), Fell (217)40.644( g), Fell (280)40.756(8)
	
42.4
	 Fell (196)42.076(3), Crll(228)42.32(5), NiII(54)42.401(8), Crll(250)42.43(5),
FeII(279)42.677(l)
	























53.4	 Fell (294)53 . 1190 ), CrII (81)53 . 18(30), Fell ( 197)53.199 (2), CrII(296)53.26(30)




56.3	 S1I105)56.02(4), Fell (195)56.144(7), CrM81)56.32(20), FeII(380)56.392(5),
CrI1N8456.42(4)
	
57.0	 Crll(11)56.77(40), Fell (399)56.928(8), Fell(294)57.171(7)
	





61.1	 CrII (5)60.92 (85), CII (55)61 .060(2), Fell (61)61.187(3)
	62.4	 Crll(5)62.57(125)
	
63.9	 NiII ( 26)63 .706(25), FeII (380)64.134(3), Nill(67 )64.16(2)
















74.0	 FeIll(155)73.795(4), Crll(11)73.81(50), Crll(229)74.07(8)
	















79.3	 Crll(56)79.17(10), Fell(278)79.241(4), Fell (230)79.543(2)
	

























94.4	 Crll(288)94.24(25), CrI1(160)94.40(10), FeII(230)94.776(7)
	







97.4	 CrII(287,290)97.24(10), Fell (254)97.264(8), N€[(31) 1.17.503(4), Cr€I(212)97.67(30)
	98.5	 CrII(95)98.53(50), Feil(352)98.73B(1)
	




































10.7	 CrII(179,211)10.64(30), FeII(435)10.724(2), CII(41)10.729(3), FeII(278)10.761(3)
	









15.3	 CrII(227)15.22(10), Crll(239)15.28(15), Cril(263)15.46(30)
	











































































































64.0	 Fell(439)63.897{3}, Fell (2-52)64.131(71
	















70.8	 Fell(60)70.510(10), Crll(175).70.6512)-, Fell(2*76)70.682(5)
















79.4 Fell (306,403)79.095(3), FeII(60)79.349(8), Crll(80)79.73(80)
80.5 Si III(34)80.519(5)
81.4




84.9	 CrII(55)84.69(10), TiIIi(8)84.76(1 rJ Fell (78)84.831(35), CrII(174)85.01(7),
Crll (80)85.32(75)




86.9	 Crll(300)86.87(8), Fell (291)86.91(P)
88.6
	


























Ths swctz%m of T [ter? 10262 to I451RL
Garnet 2dantificatio" BaLiL1ta+ralengtl&
1025.9 ill(2)25.722 1
33.4 crU M133.23(50). Fe1II(28133.2981S1. nrIII12133.45150), CIIll(2133.69(100)
35.2- CrIIl (2)35.29 ( 25) 0
 CrI;2 (2)35.57 (25), reI1I (20)35,760 (61. CrIIi(2)35.77(20). 2
37.9 Wall (Y w 35.ag S (7a), CrII2 ( 1)35.93150). Cr1II(1)36.03(I00). CII (2)36.330(80).
cll(2)37.017(150)
38.3 Mali% (Y)37.746 (75), CrIII (I)37.80 (20). rellX ( 20)38.355(6) 3
39.2 0I(3139.2260) 3
40.0 CrIIIM40.05(20). CrUIM40.17(30) 4
41.0 0I(3)40.932(6)
41.8 02(3)41.686171 5
43.1 1.I(7.30143.C80(8), 8117.28.7.30)43.166(6) 6
44.2[ SI(7.29)44.087(8). gl(7.27)44.19 13(7) 7
44.4 HI(7.25.7.25,7.25)44.63 3i8). HnU I(Y144.790(70) 8
45.1 Cr%l:(24)45.06(401, Crl%1(24)45.14(40) 5.8






50.6 Wall (Y)50.889(65) 11.12
52.1 8X(7.24)51.968(7), 111(7.23)52.082(9). FX(7.21)52.215(91 a
52.9 tiI(7.18)S2.834(8) 8.13
53.2 HI(7.22)53.C88(I11, :(1(7.19,7.20.7.21)53.184(8) 13























Wavelength  ldvntificatiano 1)otvi
1063.9 C1Il(i)63.630716000), FaIII(40163.872(8), rell(19)63.982(15) g
64.5 Crlll(17)64.32(30), CrIII(17)6i.43(30) B
65.0 Crlll tI7)65.12 (lSdj 308
66.1 Ml 
	 ( 16) 65 . 564125) , CII(12 ) 65.8913(7). CII ( 12)65.9199 (l), CII (12)66.1332(6) 609
reIII(27)66.143(10),
	 CrI111I7166.23(50), SFri•(11)6G.629(8)
47.3 NI (7.1E166. 9928(10). NI(7.16)67.3056 (8), NS(7 . 15167.3$83110), NI(7.13 )67.6144(15)
68.4 C111 (1)67.900(3000), rIII1I (27)68 . 190(51. FcII ( 19)6B . 356(30), CrIII( -168.41(80),
9117.14168.47:8113), tfI (7.13)E8 .6F19 ( 12'1.;I 17.12)68.6436 (11t1. SI17.12 )68.6685 MO),
NI(7.11)E8.6814(11*)
69.0 Felll (27)69 . 019(5), Fall (20)69 . 038(15),[)4tll(16169 .1I0(20 )j , ti1(7.11 ) 69.1128(8) 10
69.6 N1(7.11)69.2083(9), NI(7.10)69.3758(7), 9I(7.10)69.i754(6)
70.1 NI(7.10)69.990(11) 13
70.Ss 13
71.6 CIII(1)71.0359 (9000). NnII7 (Y)71.331(70), FcI2 ( 19)71 . 596(30), FcllI(26)71.746(5),
C1I1 (1171.70216000), HaIIl (Y171.603(70)
12.2 CrlII(16)72.13(20) 11
73.3 SIV(1)72.992(6). 5lV(1)73.522(4) 13
73.9 CrlIi(16)73.74(20), NnZIl(Y)73.789(80) 13
75.1 Sclll(i6)75.024(4). C1I1(1)75.2296(5000) 8
75.6 8
76.0 CrITI(16)76.15(20) 10,14









82.3 MnIII (Y)82.300 (80), KnIII (Y)82.58B (65) 4.8
83.2 SiIII(23)83.210(6) g
84.0 NIl (1)83.990(40) 8
84.7 NII (1)84.562 (30). NII (1)84.580(00) 8
85.7 Mn%Il ('i)85.423 (60), NI; (1)85.546 ( 30), NII (1)BS.701 (150), HaIII (Y)85.772(85) 8
86.6 g
87.3 4

































96.1 HI(7.OB195.9411113), HnlII(Y)96.033(75) 3
96.9 HI (7ASM.3247(11), SII ( 3)96.57(2), Pell ( 1B)56 .61642D). NI(7.07196 . 7467(13),
roll (16)96..93(20), Fell (18)96.4386(20)
97.7 HI(7.05)97.2372(21) 16
98.3 HI (7.06)97 .9900 (81. NI(7 . 06)98.0951 (171. NI (7.05)98.2599(17) 11
98.6 Hr(7.03)98.6295(12), NI(7.04198.7561(6) 8
99.0 HI (7.04)98.9537 (9), HI(7 . 03)99 . 046B (B), Fell (18)99.117(25), NI(7.03)99.1521(13), 8
HI(7.03)99.2612(0)
99.8 HnIII(Y)99.858(75), PeII(1B ► OD.026(201
1100.4 HI(7.02 ) 00.3597 (16), NI (7.02)00 . 4652 (10), reZI (10100.52500). CrIII (23100 . 61(30) 17
01.3 HI(7.02)01.29D7(15), CrI3I(23)OL.43(30), felt(18)01.530(20) 3
02.1 CrIII(31)01.91(15), SII(3)02.32(3), Pall(16)02.3B5(a) B.9








08.4 MrMl (2)08.I57 (20), SStII (5)00.368(14), Mall l (Y)08.402 (75) 8,19
09.0 10
10.0 51.III(5)09.970(16) 8,14
11.0 Kalil (2)11.104 (101. Poll ( 15)11.114(15) :q
12.1 Hall ( 31)11.89B ( 10), Pell ( 16)12.086 ( 351, Yjmr (Y)12.284(75) 0






















24.9 FelII M 24.883 ( 9), SlI M 25.00 (1) 0,19
25.6 CrlII(22}25.73(20)
26.4 Fell(13)26.425(201 4.15
26.7 FcII (14)26 . 603(14), FeIII ( L)26.72 (6). V*l7 (l2)26.D50(12) 8.
27,4 KniiI(Y)27.314(65), SiIV 13.06)27.442(20h) 15
27.9 SiZI (13.06127 .907(40h), FcIII(2)28.Q2{ 8), Feli (14)78.074(25), Fell (S6128.1800), 3,8.29
SI.Iv(3)2S.340(10)
28.7 Fell ( 194)28 . 530(10h). FeIII ( 1)28.72 ( 7), CI(26.01 ) 26.7240 ( 2), CI(26 ) 28.752 (2), 8,13
FelI (13)29.909(20)
29.2 CI(25.01)29.0299(2), ci(24.01)29.0777(2). CI(25)29.1607(4), Felli(1)29.19(7) 13
30.4 [eII(49)29.777(12). Pciil(1)30.404(5), Felll(12130.428(25) 3
31.1 FeIIi (48)30 . 874(2), Sii(8 ) 31.05 ( 2), FeXIi (l)31.194(7)
31.8 SII (8)31.65 (2), FeIIr (I)31,914(3)
32.4 7
32.9
33.8 Feii (50)33 . 413(25). F--tIII (Y)33.613 (50), Fell ( 11)33 .678(25) 7
34.3 6X(2)34.1653(30), HI(2)34.4149(31) 9
35.0 6I(2)34.9303(32) 8
35.5
36.61 CrIXI(- ) 36.67(50) 13
37.1 8,13
37.8 pcll(4B)38.039(5) s
39.0: CI (23)36.625 ( 1), FaII(11)38.642(251, CII (14.04 ) 38.936 (2), CI(22.01 ) 39.0867 (2), 6.22
C?(23)39.0931(2), CI(22.03)39.1288(2)
39.41 CII(14.04)39.332(3) 04,22
39.0 CI(21.01)39.7657(3), CI(22)39.6120(4), CI(22)39.8650(4) 8A
40.5 CX(21.01)40.3163(2). CI(21)40.3573(2), SSIll(31)40.545(6), CI(21)40.6413(3) U
41.2 4,15
41.6 S11I1(32)41.580(7), CI(20)41.705(1), CII(I1.01}41.625(2), CIS(11.01)41.744(2) 8
42.4 SilII ( 32)42 . 282(6), Fell (10,11142.334 (25), PeiII(39)42.464(4) 3,8
43.2 Pelll(39)42.955(5), POSI(10)43.235(25)
43.51 FeIIX(39)43.67(3) 4,8.11
44.3 PeII(156)44.052(3), SLIXI(32)44.3D6(S) 3.8
45.0 Pe22(10)44.946(10), SiIII(32)44.959(6), 51III(41)45,122(8), SIIII(41)4S.149(8), 8
















49.6 (nIII (Y)49.572(55) BA
50.0 VIII (2)49.941100), PII(3)49.960(10) BA
50.5 Vatl(1050.292C20), Fell(10)50.689(20) 8A,22
51.0 VIII (2)51.04 (90). Farr ( 10)51.163(25) 22
51.9 14.15
52.2 01 (6)52.129 (6). VIII (2152.18 (80), Fell (10)52 . 440(15) 8,9
52.9 AaIII {Y)52.716 (70), PII (3)52.803 (101, Fell ( 10)52 .982(20) 8,13
53.3 VIII(2 ) 53.19 (70). Fell ( 10153.281 ( 20) i3
54.2 Fall (10)53.955415). PII0153.`^97 ( 10), Cr%11(29 ) 54,12 (15). VIII (2)54.24 (70), 8
Fall (10)54 . 401(10)
54.9 511II(31)54.998(6). PII(3)55.02(10) 3,8
55.3 rcI2(157)55.273(2). CrIi2(29155.39(15) 10
56.0 SiIII(31)55.957(6), CI(19)55.9790(3). CI(19)56.0283(3) 5.8
56.5 CI(19156.3893(2), CI(18.01)56.4035(2), CI(19)56.5601(4) 8 j
57.2 [S1III(31)56.782 (4)f, FII (3)56.968 ( 10) 3 -
58.0 CI(17)57.40S4(3). CI(17)57.7672(7), CI(16)S7.7695(7), CS(17)57.9097 W), 6 -.
CI(16 ) 58.0186 (15), CI ( 15.01358 . 0347 (15), SiIII (31)5B.102 (7), CI(16)58.1296(8),
CI(16)SB.1315(8). CI(15.01)58.3240(2), CI(I5.01)58.3969(2)
59.0 CI(15.41)S8.6742(21, CI(15)5B.7319(2), CI(15)58.9666(4), PII(3)59.085(l0) 22
59.4 Fali(73159.347(20) 6,22
60.1 HI(1.01159.814(41, Silll(31)60.255(6) 3,6
61.0 BI(I.01)60.932(2) 23







65.4 reII (73)65 . 269(12) 4


















1170.2 HI {5.04)70 . 1573 (51, HI(5.0i ) 70.2766 (13), 2(I (S.04170.432 (7), HI(5.03)70.6743(6)
71.2 HI(5.03)71.0835(12) 22
71.6 Fall (154)71 . 606(8) .2




74.5 SiIII (30.30 ) 74.369 (5), SiIII (30)74.432 (6) 4,23
75.31 CIII (4)74.933 ( 3). clll (4)75.263(31 7
75.6 CIII (4)75.590 ( 2), CIII (4)75.711(5) 19
75.9& CIII(4)75.987(3) 24











63.0 HIII (20)03.031(14) 23
83.4 Hnlll (4)63.305(30) a
83.8 NnIII (7)83.870(25) 8





89.3 CI(14)00.8332(6), CI(14188.9925(15), CI(14)B9.24B7(0), CI(14)89.4469(15) n 6,0
CI(14)89.6307(20)
90.4 CI ( 14)90 .0650 (6), SIII ( 1)9u.17 (2), Sill (5)90.418 (1003 5,8
90.9 20
91.9 Y.nlll (4)91.726 (15). CI (13)91 . 838(4), CI(12 ) 92.2175(2) 9
93.3 CI (12192.4507 ( 4), CI(12 ) 92.8347 ( 2), CI(31 ) 93.0080 (30), CFI11)93.0308 ( 30), 8418,19
CI(li ) 93.2401 ( 30), CI ( 11193 . 2643 ( 30), Sill (5)93.284 (200). CI (11)93 . 3932(10),
CI(11 ) 93.6489 ( 15), CI (9.02)93.6787 ( I5). CI (9.02193.9955(4)
94.4 SIII ( 1)94.02(4), CI(9.02)94.0635 (10), CI (9.02)94 .2293 (4). CI(I0194.3009(41 1 8,19,25
5III ( 1194.40131, CI(9.02 ) 94.4055 (6), CI(10194.4884 (101, Sill ( 5)94.496(250)
CI(9.02)94.6145(B)
96.4





































24.0	 xnlzl(6)23.B25(20w), sill (8.02)23.907(20). Sill (8.02)24.252(20) 	 26
25.0	 Sill (8.02)24.972(10), NS(21)25.0257(21) 	 4,26
25.4
	
NI(21)25.3684(20), HI(21)25.3742(20), CMI(14)25.65(30) 	 4,26







NI(17)26.4067(19), HI(17)28.4125(18), Sill(8.01)28.437(10). SiII(8.01)26.617(25).















33.4	 Celll(21)32.96(50), SII(7)33.36(0), Fall (275)33.660(8)	 e



























•	 Table 3 (Continued)
Obaervad	 IftnUtieatianur	 Note nNAvelength
1243.2 HIM 43.1711(30), X2(5)43.1786(30). Hx(5)43.3058(28). !21(5)43.3133(21!)
44.0 23
44.7 HnIV(-)44.495(90) 9.79	 1
45.2 WIX(6)45.23(15) 8
45.8 HnjlI(Y)45.673(75), Hnxx2(Y)45.975(70) B
46.8 Sill (8)46.738(10D) 8
47.3 CIII(9)47.383(3) a
47.81 HnlV(-)47.726(85), CrII2(6)47.66(20) 10.29
48..4 Sill (8)48.426(150)
49.4 4,15
50.4 Sill (13.05)SO.089(100), Sill (13.05)50.433(150), SII(1)50.50(l) 3,6










60.5 Crxll(5)59.80(20), SilT(4)60.438(I000)r FelI(9)60.542(20), Cx(9)6D.7355(5)',. 6.x9C1(9)60.9266(4), CI(9)60.9962(3), CI(9)6I.1223(5)
-	 61.41 CI(9)61.4257(5)', CI(9)61.5519(10) 4,14,21
62.1 Crxll(2(1)61.66(40), Gell(4)G1.90(40), CrIXI15162.34(30)
62.9
63:6 CrTxxt20163.61(35) 23
64.8 Crlll(13)64.21(35), Hn3-V(-)64.412(9D), Goll(4)64.71(10), Sill CQ 4.730$2000), 6.19.29
Sill(4)65.023(200)
66.2 crxII(5)66.14(15) X1',21	 i
66.6. Veil (93 66.604 (20) 23




72.0 CX3:II(13)71.85(20), FelI(9}72.001(2S) H















76.1 V-nXXl(Y)76.092(10), ^.1(7.01)76.4825(2) 13
76.7 Ci17.01176.7498(4)
77.31 CI(7.01)77.1901(2), CI(7)77.2454(25), CX(7)77.2823125) 7
77.6 CI (7)77.5130 (301, CI (7)77.5496 (30), roll (9177.667110), CI(7)77.7229(8), 30
CZ(7)77.9538(2)
79.1 CX(6)79.0558(3), CI(6 M 2286(4), CI(6)79.4977(2) 6
79.9% CI(5)79.6904(8), CrIXI(12)79.91(20). CI(S)80.1353(6) 4015





83.t NnZII (9)83.566 (500) 8,13A





87.4 MaIII (9)07.S83(400) B
87.8 15,23
88.5 CI(53)88.4224(5), MnIII(9)88.674(50) 3
89.0 1 4,15
89.4 T1ZII(2)89.37 (30)
90.2 CI(51)89,9772(3), Fall (6B)90.204(15)
91.01 CrIII (37190.93 (20) IS
91.5 CrIIX( ;7)91.53 (25), Fell (67)91.594 (15). HnIII (9)91.597(360), TiIII(2191.64(20).
tlnlIi (9)91.6d1 (407). CrIII (37)91.77(25)
92.2 10
93.1% T11II(2)93.26(30) 4,6,8
93.6 24nIII (9)93.649 (200) 8
94.6 5iiil (4)93.543 ( 17),.TiiII (1,2)94 .67(50), Fell (87194 .914(12)
95.8 TSIII (1)95.91 (30) 8.
96.3 Fall (86)96.098(20), CIII(12.07)96.30(3d) 15
96.7 =ix (4)96.726(14) 8	 7^
98.1% 15 i
98.8 T1III ( 1,2)9B.67 (50), laII (87)9B.815(2), S11XX (4)98.69i (15), TLZIZ(1)98.95 (40), 16
Siiii(4)98.960(181
sit. 4 % 10,12,15
1300.71 4,15
01.1 Sfii3.(4)01.146(14)







04.7 PII(2104.608(10). 01(2)04.058(10) 15,22
05.5 PII(2105.53100). SiXV13.0405.5900010. 01(2)OG.023(10) 6,19.22
06.8 21
07.9 4,23
09.4 SiTI(3)09.274(200), CrIIX(2P}09.34(20), Sill(13.04)09.450(20h), PII(2)C9.077(10) 2.19





















28.0e hI(11)27.9112(17), 141(11)27.9240(17) 4.31
28.6 23,31
29.1 CI(4)28.8332(3), CI(4)29.0861(9), CI(4)29.1233(9) 9,31






34.5 CII(1)34.5323(150), PITI(1)34.066(10) 19
































50.4	 Sill (7) SO.S20(201, Sill(7)SO.658(20)
5z.2
52.7	 SiI2(7)52.635 (100), ALAI(- ) 52.81D {1041. MIII(- ) 52.858(70)





57.2	 CI (41)57.1324(6). CrIII (36157.20(15)
57.8
58.9	 CI(40)59.2750(4)





63.8-	 CIII (39)64.1636 (12), Feli (103164.59D (12), HnIIi (B)64.645(5)
65.0
65.2	 MnIII (8165.206(800), SiIIi (38)65.253 (8), Crr=(36)65 . 29(20)
".5
67.1	 SiIii(46167.049(7)
68.3	 Mail% (8)68.188(20) , CrIII(36)68.60(15)




































75.0 S11II (67)75.083 (2), FeII(-)75.134(501, 5111I (67)75.698(2) 38
76.2 4




79.6 Fell (-)79.434 (40), CII (1)79.5278 (20000), AlIII( -)79.670(600!. PIII (7179.673t5) 32,33
80.4 PIII (7)80.464 (10) 13 -
80.8 13
81.2 PIII (7)01.111 (10), Fell (I52)81 . 250(30) y HiII (8)81.36(4) i







87.9 SiIII (37)87.94S (5), SiIII (37)87.979 (51, 5ilXI (37)87 . 994(S), S11II(37188.011(5), 6,9

















12.0 NI (l0)ll.9310 (30), NI (I0)11.93117 (30), 2)1 (10)11.9483(30)

























bracketed lines unless noted are possible Identifications. 	 Mall lines with Y as the multiplet number are from
Varosewick +et. al. (1971).	 Other identification information is from Moore (1950, 1952. 1952, 1965, 1970, 1975)
unless indicated in the notes below.
1. Lyman B
2. txtremely broad feature




7. feature in shoulder of following line
8. and 8A.	 Lines whose wings are blended together
9. Line asymmetric longward
10. Feature in wing of preceding line
11. Feature in shoulder of preceding line 	 c
12. Langward wing extends approximately 1.OA
13. and 13A.	 Broad line with incipent Lore doubling, both features given
14. Ill-defined
15. reature in wing of following line
16. Weak feature at end of broad shoulder of previous line
17. Crin line in via;
18. Line winged shortward
19. Strong feature
20. MnII line minor constituent
21. Peature in wing of preceding strong line
22. Lines whose shoulders are blended together
23. Very weak
24. Feature in care of preceding line 	 o
25. Iongward wing extends . approximatcly 1.5A
26. Wing of Lyman O distorts featurc shape
27. L1zum a
28. Mg%I line from Goorwitch at al. (1970)
29. MnIV -line from Yarosewickand.:Moore.(1967)
30. Pell line from Sales (1953)
31. very broad line with many blended features, all given
32. C11 line values from Radziemski and 7aufran (1969)
33. AIXT% line from rally and Palumbo (1973)
34. CI line may be in very weak feature between this line and the following one
35, Broad, flat bottomed region
36. Broad, flat bottomed region, strongest two features given
27. Nill line in wing
38. Line care asyrreetric- longward
Moore'• (1976) revision of the multiplet table for 0I arrived after this table wns typed. Coc:pared with the data
in more (1950) it shows that the wavelengths of 01 lines in this latter source require alight rovisions, that 01
(6)1152.129 is now OI(148)1152.1512, and that additional 01 may be present in T Her Inrluding 11047.376 and
11049.115 of =ultiplet 092.01; X1240.377, 11240.379, and X1240.379 of -,vultiplet UV147, and 11105.20 of nultiplet 	 3
07208.
Table 4




2028.9 rail (93)29.16(8). )(ill(43)29.20(10)
30.5
32.4 jNnlII(11 ) 31.439 (300)], Hill (33132.30(5). Fall (94)32.407(25), roll(- ) 32.643 (20) 1,2.3
33.2 rail(w)33.254(20b), Hill (15)33.4213) 2,3




40.4 Cril(20 ,28140.68 (20d), Fall 193)40.687 (25)	 - -	 -
41.5 5




48.4 rem-)48.375(101, Fell(121)48.492(S), HnIII{-)40.840(400) 3,7,8
49.3 Felll (71149 .384(7). Wall(11)49.597(500) 8
-	 50.8 FnIIl (60)50.739 (7). FeII (93151.028(25) -
SZ.d
54.1 18iII(32)54:32(5) 5
55.2 Fei2(109)55.270(20), CrII(1)55.59(200), Fall(-) 55.641, 3,8
55.9 rclII(105155.655(6), FEIII(71)S6.145(7) B
58.8 Felil (78)57 . 058(6), Fell (62)57.332 (12), SiII(9.01)58.646 (50), Falll (i00158.560(B), 2,9	 -
Sill (9.01)59.014(50)
59.62 Felll(781S9.677(7), CrIII(56160.18C15) 2,10
61.5CrII (1)61.54d175), FeIII (48)61.S52 (10), FeIII (78)61.751 (9)
i
63.02 KnIII (Y163.13805) 11
63.6 RmTlT(Y)63.382(80), Fell(92)63.672(25)
65.8 Crll (1)65.46 (150), Fall (109)66.005 (15), CrII2 (38)66.1(1 (15), m=(-)66.303(500), 6
HiII ( IS)66.41(5)
67.2 Felxx(124)67.302(6), TiIV(2)67.564(20) 12
.	 68.1 FeIZ{137167.917(20), FeIII(48)68.243(12( I
68.82 MnllI (10168 .965(1000), CrIIi (38)69.00(20) 2
69.6
71.2 FsIIi (99)70 .539{e). FeII (107)7i . e21(10), [Sill (9)72.016(200)]
72.9 Kall (Y)72.696(70), Sill (9)72.701(200), FeIZ (-)73.231 (10), CrIII (30)73.36 (158) 3,10
75.7 Fe1:I(107175.683(5). Fell C-)75.768(20) 3,8
76.6 31	 t
77.1 HII(14.07)76.944(4), kaiIl(30)77.310(900), ra=(136177.507(12) 8
7B.a WLII(16)78.76(3), FtTZZ(49)78.9B9(14)
84.6 FeII (92180.246 (20), Hili(16)80.84(5), Kalil (Y)81.OS3 (701r KnIZI M B1.141(75)
82.4
1]




Wavelength Identifications Hotom j
2083.0 13




07.5 811I (3)87.0 (5), FeilV 77)67.132 (8), F<XI (108)87 . 527125), FeXXI(77)87.90717) 6,0
88.4 FCIII(67)86.625(5 1, FQIXI (77)89.089 (6) Gab
90.0 HnIII {10)69.992(E00). Felll(I24190.053 {7), FRXII- (67)90.139(12), Hill (15)4o .14(5). -




93.6 Felll (77)93.504 (41, N11I(I5}93.55 (0). Fell (290)93.683(35) 2
94.9 Mnill (Y)94.140 (80), Fell (- ) 94.286 (60). HnIII (10)94.712 ( 500). Pa112 (IO)95.012(200), 3,8	 -
FaIIi(105)95.327 (3). NII (16.06 ) 95.532 (6). 4nlIi (Y)95.809 (75) -
96.5 NII(16.06)96.192(4). FeIII(59)96.430(6), HII(16.06196.B5fi(5) 4,
97.5 N1II (31)97 .08(12). FeilX (67)97.480 (l5), Fall {80,120 ) 97_512 (25), Felix (66)97.692 (12), 14
MmXll(10)97.870(500)
99.1 FeIll(66)99.231(5), Fe= (129)99.332(6). MIXT(10)99.908(500) 5,15
2100 . 8 CIII (23)00.46(0), FeIII (129100.961 (81, FeII (250)00.963 (5), HnI1I (30)G1.03H (2CA1	 - 16
03.2 TiXY (2)03.160 (18), CrllI (41)03 . 22(20), Cr11: (41)03 . 32C20). HiII (31)03.39 (5) 12
03.8 FeXXI (66)03 . 647(5), FeIIS (66)03 .799(12) 13
04.8 CrllT (41104 . 85(20), HnT3T(Y)05.332 (60) 7
07.4 FeIZZ(66)07.324' 0}, Pell(250)07.555(10), Crlll(41)07.68(20), Hnlil(10)07.853(15), 6,17Hili (60)07.94 (3HR), Fall Cal) 08.139(15)
09.5 FeXXX (105}00.676 (5), PeiT (227)08 .942(25), HnSSl (X)1)8.489 (50}, Hill (60)09.01(5),
Fcll(227.250)09.097(30)
10.4 ralX(290)I0.240(25), IWI(108110.724(15) I
1I.8
13.8 N1IX (60)I3 . 51112), Cr1IS(41)l3.73 (100), CrXXi(41)]3.83 (100), Crlll (41)I4.26.(50).. 7
Criii(61)14.53(50)
15.2 CrTXX(4l)l4.87(300) fff
17.5 FOIII (58)16 .588(7}, Fell (213)16 .96()(25). Cr1Ii (41)17.53 (100) 6,8
10.6 FeTX(120)18.195(8), FelII(50)38.415(5), ?all%(51311e.567(6), CrIXIC70JI8.65(201, 6,8.10
FAII(120)19.050{121 1
20.4 PelI1 (58)20.239 (5). CrI1X(41)20 .35(25), FeIIT (58,50120.767[4)
22.3 CrSXX (70)21 . 69(301, CrXXX (61)22.44(40)
23.2 [CrlI2 (41)22 . 75(10)] ,Crll% (6l)23.S3(00). FaIIl (I04123.51J0(8)
25.1 N11I(14)25.12(8),. CrIII(4I)25.62(1S), 1111i{l3)25.89(4) 18
26.7 8
27.6 Fall  27.691 (10), S11I (42327.77 (61. Fall(290)27.967 (113). YIII (5)27.99(100)' 8	 n
29.4 Crsi(24)28.89(50)
30.5 011(25J30.179(5), CrIX(14,24,79)30.222(501, Fall(80)30.259CI5), FeXI(249)30.548(12) 2







2134.0 rerx(- )33.175(30), Crll(23)33.49(1001, Sill (33)33.99(10h). Fell (213)33.990(8),
VII(7)34.12(200), CrII(23134.23(40), Hill (31)34.2B(8). CYIx(23)34.52(lOo), 0,19Cril(23)34.62(75)
35.2 FelxI(98134.8610), reIIt-}35.249(201. CrII(23)35.34(50), CrII(23135.4200) 3,0
36.4 reIII(76)36.390(5), Sill (32}36.402(30h), Fell (249)36.519(20), SiIT(3Z}36.560(50h), 2,3,FeXXI(59)37.009(5), FeII(-)37.177(70) 4,20
37.9 FeIII(58)37.365(8}, CII(17)37.417(3h). Fexl(6)37.735115b), CII(17137.897(5h). 20.21
reir(135)38.103(20), RiII113) 8.60(10), Hit(0.01)35.007(4). CrIII(48)39.11(80)
39.6 Fell(6139.676(25b}
41.1 CrTlT(40)41.15f100), FeIIi-)d1.71q{5q} 3,22,23
43.2 FalX(-)42.426(20a), fill (0.01)42.775(6), Felll(76)43.045(7), rell%(59,59)43.470(e) 3,19.23
44.7 Fexli(59)43.76(3). Folxl(58.59)43.B27(7), Crlii(4O)44.15(80), reIII(50)44.282(B), 5,19Fcm(9B)44.743(71
46.3 FeII(6)46.058(10b), FeIII(59,59)46.062(81, FexI2(59)46.339(6). CrIII(40)47.I(i(50)
	 -
47.6 CrIII(48)47.56(50). Frtl(ZI3)47.719(15), PeIII{59147.904(7)
48.7 Crin (70)48.65(50). CrXII(40)48.85(4o) n CrIII(52)49.48(SO)
50.0 7
50.71 PCXI(135)50.618(20), Fall (248)50.762110), rell(106)51.095(25) 24
52.5 FeIIx(112)51.776(15). Fell(106)52.373(12), Feii(151)52.488(25), rellr(141152.70616), 22CsZZI(50152.76(50)
53.5 FeII(225)53.2SI(S). FeIII(98)53.320(3), Pall(6)53.874(1) 25
54.5 CrIII(4B)54.62(30)
55.2: 24.26
56.0: FeTI(213)55.839(123,	 (CrIII(52157.171100)] 24,26
58.0 Fer!I(70)57.710{121, FeIII(145)SB.472(12) 8
58.8 Fell(S9)58.518(25), Hill(13)65.73(a), CrXTl(4B)59.08(40), Fell(6)59.152(10b) 8
60.5: Felll(140)60.655(61 8
61.3 F43Z(213,227)61.161(15), Bill(14)61.21(lo), Felll(70)61.270(10), rexl(227.370)61.313(20), 3,8Fcli(119y6L582(20)
62.0: Fell (90)62.023(5), Felll(140)62.383(5) 2
63.2: Poll(372)63.370(20), CrIII(48)63.86(50) 13,25
64.8 Fell (79,372164.339(20), FexZ(213,370)64.558(25)
66.4 HIlZ(13)65.55(40x), FeII(105)65.555110), Fell(212)66.198(20), CrIII(52)66.25(60), 6FeIII(70)66.952112)
67.6 Fall (-)67.393(BOb), Fell (119)67.401(121, Fclx(213)67.880(121 0
 CrZll(4B)58.23(70) 27
69.2 rcxx(247)68.925(8), NiI2(13)59.10(30R), FaI2(370)69.431(10), )4tIII(-)69.657(1000), 3,5(FeTXZ(140)69.709(5)] , FelX(-)69.848(20), Fall (370)69,950(121
70.3 . Falt(372)70.1930), Crizi(68170.70 Ciao) ..CrII(36)70.7l(SO) 28
71.2 reIII(70)71.045(12), CrII{36;36171.06(40) 28
72.21 reII(372)72.056(1) it
72.7 Fall (372)72.679(8). Fell(134)72.489(15}
73.8 FaZl(248)73.220(20b), Fell (79)73.720(15), lelll(75)73.829(7). CIIU4,0073.848(5), 7,22.
rnIiIt-)74.132I70O). CII(14.06)74.168(3)
75.0 rexxx(70)74.658(15), NLZI(14)74.67130R), reIi(135)74.B49(8), Vi.lr(13)75.16(25R),
Felx(90)75.445(25)
Takla 4 (Continued)
HatasOb'aN& Idantilleatimm)lave fang th
2177 . 7 FcII (370)76.826 (20), Knllt(-176.659(9001. hclt(306)77.025 (l0), HL%l (40)77.08 (6), 1,8
fell(-)77.200(40), N11I(4077.36(61
77.9 7,8
79.41 FcIIS(75)79.2S8(fi), Nii2(40)79.36(6), Hitt 112)79.46(3). Trill (30179.99(31 29
80.4. F6111370M.255(121, FeilI UM 80.410(12), NiII(40)80.46(10) 29
81.23 Felt (370)80.870 (121, Fe13(370)81.137(8), FetX(370 ) 81.407 0b), Ye2II (122)81.407 (4) 29,30
CrIIS (SI)B1 .41(15).	 [MnIi2 (-181.8470.0011
82.2
83.9 FeII2 (75)82.889 (41, FCIX(891B3.301 (12). Feli ( 119)83.468 (8), Crlll (95,64183.71 (50), 3,6
Fell (247)83.803(247). FcLSI (65)83.980{6). FeIII (122)04.114 (4), Fell (-) 84.499(501,
11^TI(13184.61(25R)
85.9 (CrIl mi.,68) 05.01(100)), (HnIII(-) $5.103 (600)] , Hill 440 ) 65.51 (12R), PCl2 (271)8S.622 M . 15,27
FeISI(65)85.654(5)
88.0 Fell (271)87 .444(121, Fell(-) 87.546 (30d) , Fell (89)87 .6781101, HnIIi (Y187.756(75), 3,25
Fall(135187.868 ( 15), Fell(- ) 87.991 (30), N:II (12)88.05(6)	 -
84.3 CrISS(60)90.09(50) 27
91.2 CrIII (51)90.76(100), FeIll(65M.215(8), Y11I (5191.22 (200). Crlll (47)91.24(48),
CrIII(51)91.58(300)
92.5 FeII (367)91 _935(10) 7,8
93.5 Coll(22)93.605(100) 6
94.4
9S.6 PeIII (123)95 . 532(6), FeIiI (74)95.866(5)
96.8 Pclx(- ) 96.680 (00), Fell (226)97 .273(5h) 3,5,11
97.9 Crlll(51)97.89(300) 2
96.63 CYIII (68)98.62 ( 100), Poll (367)98.660 (41, Mall(Y)99.033 051 2.8
99.8 8
2201.6 [YIIX (5)00.80 (50)) , FeiI(- ) 00.964(201, Crll1 (47,51100. 98(20), 1i1I3(13)01.41(20R1. 3
CrtII (60,68101 .46(15), Pell (367)01.595 ( 5), CrIII (58)01.93(20)
02.4 PellI(74)02.458(8), CX11(27)02.54(l) 8,24
03.3 Co2I (1)02_92B (100), Crrll (47)03 .22(100), PcII (406)03.420 (1), [NII ( 18.08)03,633 (3)) 0
04.6 CrXXI(51)04.57(30) 5	 1J
06.1: 1i1I(; ,5106.OBB (6), Farl (367)06.153 (8), YIII (4)06.22(30) 2
06.8 FaIX (134)06.SB2 (2), HiII (13)06.71 (251t), Cr1I2(47)07.46 (40) -	 2	 -	 s
08.4 PeII (367)06 . 419(3^), CrIll (58)OS.70 (60), Feill (110108.85 (10), Fel: 1 06610.1.04900)
i
10.3 Fel1X (123)O9 .739(5), FCIII (I10)20.073 (6), NSII(13)10.38 (20R) 5	 9
11.2 Pall (118,134 ) 10.952 (5), NiX1 (52)11.09 (8), FelX (168,28S1i1.112(5}, CrlIZ (47)11.21(25),
Feii(305)11.243(121
11.8: HnIII (Y}11.955 (80) 24
14.0 (Ha1ZI (16)12.4ie (600)), Nilt (30)13. 19(7), Fall (26a)23.679 (20), P¢II (368)l4 .059(20), 6.9
PeIII (69)14.616(4)
15.2 rell(369)15.094(10), Hnill(16)15.211(800)
16.5 Hlll ( 12)16.479 (100R)
18.1 CYIXX (-)17.51(40), Crlll (47)17.75(l5), Fell (367)18 .289(30), CrIll t-) 18.69 (40) 8




2222.3 FeSII(69)21.030(%0), SUII(85122.0118S), Fai1(369)22.679(1)
23.6 liill(12)22.94S(YOR ► , FeiI(l69)23.48I(1), FeII(368)23.866(2)
24.7 NilI(71)24.351(61, NiiI(11)24.6B(20R)
25.6s Sill(15.02)25.267(1), N1II(12126.34(1BR3 24
26.8 CrIII(39)2G.72(200) 8
27.5 Yeli(369)27.469(4), Knill(16)27.491(1000). FeIIi(69)27.84B(7) 8
20.8 FeiI(366)20.761(30), FeIII(122)28.881(41• FaiII(12B)29.267(10)
30.5




35.7 Felil(69,139)35.699(6), Fellt(139)35.908(10), CrIIl(39)35.91(200) 2,B
36.4s 2,S




41.6 PeII(365141.426(201, Felrl(IO9)41.54(12) 8,19
42.4 29




47.2 Mill (30)47.24(6), Crlll(-)47.64(40) 2
47.9s roll(365)47.692(35), CrII(49)4B.30(50) 2
49.2 Crlll(45)48.94(15), Fell(365,365)49.063(30). PeIi(365)49.I81(25)
50.4 [Fell (4)50.171(0)1 22
51.3 YelX(4)50.937(1), CrIII(39131.45(80), FeZl(365)51.831(801, Crlll(39)51.95(36), 7,32
FeXXX(64)52.268(5) 	 '
53.2 Yeil(4)53.119(l), NiI1(29)53.67(6) 33
54.0 ?till(12)53.056(20R), Fell(365)54.066(8)
55.4 CrXll(45)S5.44(15), FeII(365)55,691(50). reil(133)55.759(1). Crll(49,77)56.01(50),
XLXl(51)56.15(B)
56.0 Crlll(a)56.64(40), Feli{3 g 5)56.B97(10) 13
57.6 [Cr%lI(39)57.33(20)), FeIII(73)87.406(8), Crlll(50)57.53(30d), Crii176)57.76(45) 0 8
Yell(365)S7.7BB(25). CrII2(39)57.92(SOd), CrII(76)57.96(SO)
58.3 CrXXI(63)58.59(30) 8
60.4 YeII(4)60.078(1), Fell (5)60.22B(1), rallI(64)66.547(7). Fell (4160.853(l) S











Observed I444tifiCRti=2	 - Motes14velongth
2264 . 7 NLII (12)64 . 456(303t), roll (246)64 . 569(1). Crlxl ( 39)64.880(40) 8
65.5 jleSI(5)65.94i(0)) 8
66.6 fron (315 ) 66.09(0)) B
67.6 BoIII (133)G7 . 4i!(10), Fell (a) 67.584(l) 24
68.6 VXV (B168.30 ( loo^,	 [Fall 1 5)68.562 (0)),	 (Fell (5)68.644 (0)) 7,8
69.9 NiIX(12170.209(40R) 7,8
71.6
73.8 CrIII (67173.30 ( IQO), FeIiI ( 153)74.00 (8) 8.27
74.8 Hill 130) 74.75(6) 8
75.71 Crlii(67)75.43(00). H1XI(39)75.70(7) 2
76.3 Crlll(50)76.38 (100). NSII ( 51)76 _,SS(5) 2.5
77.5 FellI (73)76 . 870(0), crill (67177. 47(80), FaIII ( 127)77 . 820(8) 22
78.6 VeXIX (127178 . 432(6), NiII (22)78.771(30R)
79.9 Fell (4)79.918(2) 5,21
82.3 5
63.9 Sixi(18.03303_266(3), )721(20.02)83.652(4), Fell (132)03.991(l) 6
84.7 CrXII(- ) 84.44 (150), YIII(4)84.8 ( 100). Sill (19.03 ) 84.542(3), Felll (73)04.979 15n) 24,32
06.2 Coll(9)86.165(150), CrxlX(50)B6.55(15), NIX (16.02,20.02)86.689(6) 6,34
87.8 N11I(22)87.062(20R), NiXI(3re)87.66(10) 6
8B.7 uzr(16.02)86.444(5) 33
89.6 [S.rIIi (-) 89.23 (501]
90.8 NIx(20.02)90.259(3), Crlll(50)90.66(80) 29
91.71 S7II (IG.02)91 . 652(4), icXIII156 } 91.850E61, CIII ( I2.01)91.651(6), CXXI (12.01)91.974 (6). 29
CIII(12.01)92.012(6), Cill(12.01192.060(6). CIII(12.01)92.111(6)
92.3 NII(20.02)92.652(3).	 [roll (31S)92.770(0)), FCII1(156)93.056(10) 29
94.0 NII (20.02 ) 93.318 (4), FeIl ( 184)93.765(1) 34
94.8 Fell(184)94.603(1)
96.1 Criix (-) 95.55 (60) 33
96.9 NiII(21)96 . 55300R1, sLxlX (93)9G.B73 (10), clil (E)96.870 (16), Hill (11)97.1,90(30R)
CrII (19)97 .17(50), Nill ,11)97.4S6 (2CR3, [LYI1I (50)91 .89(25))
98.3 Poll(133 ) 90.225 ( 1), 14SII(21)98.269 (30R), Hill (39)98.50(6) 25
2300.0 NSII (27)99.65 (8), N133 (27)00.10 (15). 011 (19)00 .35(B), Crxs(149)00.58(30) 7
01.5 5
02.B Hill (59)02.465 (10), FeIII (152)02 .808(8), HiMID02 .90(60R), PRxll (138)03.012(7)
03.5s Ye1XI(138)03.203(3), F*11(167)03.349(1), Hill (51)03.B5(6) 13
0511 FeXx(184)04.736(11, Nill(38,59)05.24(10) 5
05.8: 13











Wavelengths ld uttilic>tt ions Nato s
231319 raIi(288)1].3011) 8
14.61 CrI11 04114.63(00d), Crli(19)14.71(40) 24
16.0 Ni.II(11) 16.03: (BOR), N11 M)16.49347), [NII (16116.690(6}^
17.2 HII(16117 .046(81, [FCII (I83117. 377(01]
16.4 ralI (183)18.343(1), NiIS ( 38)1g , 49(12), Fe7S(132)18.534(1) g
19.2 CrIII (44)19.07 ( 100), Fe;II(72 ) 19.220 (101, Crli(33)I9.38 (5O), relll (144119.466 (B) 8.25
20.0 N1l3(37)19.73(I2), NZI(16)19.941(4) 8
21.5 HII(16)21.650(4), Fall(I83)21.687(1), rellI(132121.71(10)
22.6 Fall(103)22.326(1) 6
24.4 reIil(I56)24.359(81 0
25.1 CrXII(44)24.88(150), Fel1(183)25.296(1), FaII(288)25.577(1) 6
25.0 8
26.8: NiII (11)26.44 (15), FeIII (12I)26.94B(10) 24
27.5 Y11'r(1)27.30 (20), Fall ( 3)27 . 391(7), CrIII (62)27.67(20). FeXi (183)27.953(1) 8
28.8
29.6 aOX H 29.57B(3), FeIII(72129.905(9), Si.=(87)29.931(2h1 3S
30.4 V1II(11)30.37(IDO)





 34.203 ( 101, SSS110.01 ) 34.404 (301, N= (20)34.59 (30), SiII- (0.01)34.606(30)
36.7 NiIl ( 27136.59 0 ), ttill (50)36.70 ( 15), Felll ( 1 21)36.768 ( 10) 617
38.1 rell(3)3B.005(8)
39.4 relll(72)38.961(10). Foli(I05)39.40B(2)
40.8 Feli(344)40.352(1), Fell(166)40.459(2), Criii(-)40.51(60), Feii(I66)40.939(1), 22,:15
N31i(50)41.18(40)
41.6 roll(314)41.953(1)
43.6 Hill 07)43.489 (12), FeII (3143.495 (8), FnII (35)43.95B(6) e
44.4 6=(0.01)44.203(101, Fall t`144.278(B1 8
45.3 1j1ll(58)45.26(30), Fall (165)45.327(5), Nill(11)45.44(15) g
46.4 FeIX(314,379146.271(1) 8
48.3 Fell(16)48.118(8), Fall M 48.300( g) 5,11n
49.6 SIII (36)49.54 ( IOH), 51XI (0.01150.174(20), FcXI (379)50 . 1Bs(Ih) 8A
51.2 Nill(19)50.84(8), Fell(I65)SI.198(5) g .
51.9 roll (379)51.672 ( 1h), FeII(379)52 . 315(2h) 8
53.6 SiIX135)53.09(20H), reli(379)53.682(1h)
54.71 Pall (165)54 .473(5), Fell(35)54.884 (5). (Fall (165)55.218 ( 3)] 6,24
56.0 [real (379) 55.351 (3h))
	
Si.Xl (35)5fi .295(1M), HiII ( 2Z)56.4I(25) 7
57.2 rell(333,379) 57.005 ( 3nl), Sill (35)57.18(30H) 5
58.0 Silt DS) 57.97(50H), 	 (Vill(15)58.70(160)) 5









2360.0 rail (35)59.999 (8), Sill (36)60.20 (IO1). roll (36)60.287(0), Si%J (36)G0.59(5h) 2
61.2 11
62.3 Fell (165,379161.72843). Poll(35)$2.014(6) 6,8.25
63.8 Poll (265)63.641 (1). roll(270)63.011(3), Fell (379163.855 M , SiII(35)64 .33(3h1,
FeII (3)fi4.825(8}
65.6 Fell(-)G5.771(2) 25
66.7 SiII (18.01 ) G6.053 ( 5), VITT (15) 66 .27 (180) . NiII (36)66.56(101, FaII(35)6G.59l(5). 6
1PcII (2,165 ) 6G.864 ( 1), SiII (18.01 ) 66.972 ( 5h), YIIr(1)67.25 (200), NiII (il)67.395(20)
68.0 Fall(36168.593(7) 30
69.6 NiII(36)69.23(6), Fall(182)69.232(1) 33
70.6 Pall (379)69.960 (5), FeII (35)70.494 (5), VIII (10171.04 (200)	 - 21	 -
72.8 FeII(333172.631(3) 5
73.9 Peli (2)73.733 (8), FeIII (115)73.904 ( 5), SSII UB.01)74.25S(Sh)
75.2 CII(26 ) 75.08 (4hl), Fall (36)75.192(7), Nill (21)15 .426(30) 5.8
76.4 Vail (379176.435(5h), FeIII(li5)76.725(5) g
79.1 FcII (270,377)78.526 (2), Coll (7) 78.636 (IGO) , Poll (102)79.003 (2)
	 F4II (2Il)79.155(2) 0 5,17	 -	 -
Fell(3079.27S(7)
80.8 PeII(3180.757(71
82.0 C 11 (34,34 ) B1.4B ( SO), FeII (2)82.034 (9), Fel1435 ) 82.356 (3), VIII(l0)82.45(I50) 7.8
	
.183.2 PalIL117 ) BZ.J3Z (3). FeFI (2183 . 060(4), Fell ( 36)83.242(7) 0
04.4 Fall (36)64.38G (7), Fell (3S)84 .999(3) g	 {
'	 86.6 Pali(396)86.387 M)
80.0 NLII (.0)07 . 77(25), FeIl (14B)88 . 230(21, FaiI (117188 . 387(3)
89.8 Fa:I(2)88.629 (9), Call (7180.930 (100)..KftIIi (14)89.023(300), Fa III {131189.533 (8), -	 7,21
FaII (244)89.870(1)
90.8 FOIIf402)90.766(lh) 8,25
91.6 Fall (35)91.47S (4) 9
92.4 Hill (36)92 . 58(10) 8
93.2 NSII(36)93.10(6), VIII(10)93.54(125) 8
94 1 8 Hill (20)94.518 ( Sen) , NiI1436 ) 94.843 (12), Fell (116)94.892(3) 871
95.6 FoXI(2)95.416(7), FeTZ M 95.627(9) g),
96.8 Feli(21)96.724(3) 7
90.0 25
99.2 Poll (402)98.664 (2), Fair (2,36199.237 (91, Fall (396)99.499(1) 8
2400.4 FaIi(181)00.274(2), Fct1(244)00.338(4) 8
01.6 Poll (402)01.301 ( 2h). CII 916)O1 . 76L(S1O 6,25
02.4 Pclif101) 02.255 (2), Cri (16)02.402 (72). Fcl2 (377)02.450(0), PoII (3S)02.597 (3) 7,8
04.B VIll (10)04.16 ( 100), Fcrl ( 2)04.430 ( 71, crlZl(- ) 04.72 (40), Poll (2104.802(9), 36M110905.17(1S)
OG.Ot Pcli (402lOy.68BL2h), 1iiIII(23l05.937 (SO), Fall (131;0G .08G(1), Sill (36106.39(5) 33
06.8 Feil(2)06.660(3), Hill (36106.89(61, FoII(302106.902(3)
-	 07..7s PeIr(116107.940(2), Vell(402)OB.563(2h)- 21,25






12.0 FaII(3B8)12.021(1), HiSI(11)12.25(5) 24
13.3 RiII(19)13.04(e), TeII(2)1I.306(9), CrIIS(59)13.65(30) 2
144 TLIII(9)13.97(15), rail (164)14.08(1), 7XSI(!}l4.68I10D) 2036
15.2 Fe22(181115.060(3) 25
16.1 HiII(20)16.13400R), Crll(235)16.40(40) 8
16.7 FeII(396)I6.457(2h), Fair(Z86)16.705(1) 8
18.1 £elI(244117.859(61
18.8 FeTI(396)18.440(2). FeIIi(47)18.568(71. Fel.106018.702(1) 24
20.0 FeMI80)19.892(1), Pell (396)19.998(1), Siil(3.)20.19(3h) S
20.8
21.6 PalTZ(103121.514(5). Sill (34)21.72(3h) 13
23.2: £eIi(301122.6138(4). FeII(315)22.932(1), Fell {301)23.x04(4), Sill(34)23.42(3h) 6,19,25
24.4 Fall (313)23.919(1), FeII(IBO)24.141(B). Fall(149)24.3B0(3). Fell (180,301)2d.585(3) 6
25.9 F611(210)25.362(2), Fe XS(224)2S.677(3). Fell (130)25.904(2) .
27.2 Fell (114)27.197(Sh)
29.1 PeiI(301)28.266(4), FeSI(300)28.367(6), Sill (34128.45(10h), Fall (301)28.79$(3), 6,19
Fell(375)28.970(C), FeII(301)29.034(3), Felr(385)29.148(10), Feil(146)29.382(3).
Fall(180)29.497(2)
29.9: Cr342(59I29.75(30), FeII(-)29.649(2), F.ell(180)30.073(7), Fell (301,301)30.184(2) 24
30.8: Vell(375)30.876(10), Fell(375)31.236(3), FcllT(114)31.325(5). Hi52(49)31.57(8) 6,13,14
32.8 Pell(321)32.701(1), Fell (321)32.867(7), FeI2(384)33.050(1) $
33.6 Fc=(164133.495(4), OXI(1B)33.56(9), ULTI(19)33.57(10). Fell (359133.571(3) 8
34.9 Fell(375)34.052(15), FeII(384)34.229(20), M711(26134.23000, )'c II(301)34.645(3), 6,8
Fe32(321)34.733(7), FeXI(375)34:822.(5), Fell (190)34.942(7). Fell DnI34.998(25),.
Csili(59)35.32(30)
37.4 FeSI(209)36.222(2), Fell(384)36.615(20), Fell (375)36.987(10), Feti(375)37.100(5), 6,B,
Fell(210)37.157(3). , FeII(313)37.256(3), FeI1(375)37.632(20), HnIII(Y)37.853(60), 19,21
812I(19)37.892(20), FeSII(47)38.174(8)
39.4 £x22(209)39.301(8), FaTI(375)39.860(e} 8
40.41 rail(300)40.416(4) 13
41.21 Fell (395)41.133(2h), F`.alll(Y)41.31900), Fell (210)41.548(1) 13,21,25
43.9 Fell (375143.842(15), Fell (375)44.274(10), Fell(148144.515(6) 6,19
45.6 Fcli(375)45.114(40), 0II(16)45.55(101, Fall (!48)45.569(7), FeTi(300)45.787(4) e
46.4 1,eII(32B)46.103(4), Fell(375)46.405(25) 0
47.6 Feli(300)47.203(3), Fc%1(299)47.320(3), 1'cSIi(143)47.374(7), fall (299)47.560(lh),
FeIL(320)47.753(6)
48.4: NLIXI(23)46.347(100) 24
S0.0 1114II(5)49.573(6). Fell (34)49.739(1), Fell. (300)49.961(4), FeII(-)50.027(3), 6
FxII(375)50.134(S), Pali(30O)50.196(4)
51.3 FeII(34)51.106(2), Fell(209)51.208(31. Fell(114,300)SX.354(l)
51.3 FeII(300)52.916(1). Fell (386)53.165(2h) 2










2455.Ot ran (320)54.574(6) 13
56.0 Fall (395)S5 .721(2t), Fall ( 384)55.892(I0)
57.6 FeII (320)56 .641(2). FolI (209)56.816 (2), CrTII143)56.83 ( 50) 5,19
59.0 Fell (209)58.782 [g). Fall (299)58.964 (5). Crll2(43)58.98 ( 30), roll (163.312 )59.097(2)
60.4 Fell (401)60.171 ( 1h), rell (395)60.453 (5). SII2(17)60.50 ( 5), FaTI (359160.644(2) $
61.62 FeII (209)61.282 (8). TelE (163)61.667 (2). roll (209161. ass ta). FeII (395162.325 (3h) 6,8
63.9 FoIl (206163 . 280(6), Fell (129.162 ) 63.726(3). Farl (385163.900 (5), FeII (208 ) 64.007 (7) 509
64.91 Fall(208164.903(71. FeII(148)65.194(7) 33
65.8e FeII(20S)65.911(7] $
66.4 FaII(179)66.670(7). Fell(i79)66.811(7) 2.21
68.4 Foll (387)67.732(6). Pell (332)68 : 194(1), FeII ( 145.163 ) 68.292 (4)r rell (113)68.561(1) 8
69.31 YeEE ( 163)^9.373 (17. Fall (299)69.512(6), FaXI (38469.71218), Felt(358)69.823 (2) 7,8,26
70.8 FeIE (208)70.406 (4). Fell (179)70.b61(7), Fall (223)70.752 (4), FeEX (394)71.276 (Ih)
72.7 Fe11 ( 162}72 . 075(2), FaII (179)72.426 (5), Fell ( 395)72 .610(4), CrlXr (43)72.88(100), 6,8021
Fell (400)73 . 037(1), NiIl(19)73.13 (15), FeII (146)73.314 (61
75.0 Fell (2OB)74.762 (6), FeII (395175.125 (3h), 111II (12)75.260 (4) 0 Fall (395)75.549(3h) 6
76.5 FeXl(163)76.264(3) 2
77.11 Fell (162)77 . 342(4). Fell(113 ) 77.48711) 2
78.0 Fell (224)78.11S (3), Pell (149)70.2D6 (2) 	 VeIE(I61)78.449 (2), CE(61)78.561 (i6). 7,8
Poll(179)78.568(6)
79.2 Fa1I050 79 . 225(1), FeII(362 )79.385(3) 8	 '
74.81 CrIII(43)79.77(IOC), Feli{179)SO.155(8) 13,26
81.2 PeIX(143)81.044(3), SiIII(89}81.508(3), [?eI2(112,31I)81.576(2)]
82.3 Poll (161)82.117(8), PeXI(358)82.320(3). Fair(207)82.654(8)
84.2 Crlll (43)03 .06(100), S1lll (89)83.19fi (6), PaII (331)83.721 (331), F0114243)84.2430), 6,17
Hill (61)04.32 ( 10u), Pert (400)84 . 442(111), Fen (243)84 . 553(I)
86.5 Fell (208)86 . 343(7), FeIl ( 385)87 . 356(5b) 7,8
68.0 CrIIX (66)88.26(60),	 [FeII(- ) 88.335(2)] g
89.7 CrZl (92)89 .28(50), Fell ( 161)89.485 (7), SIII (17)69.59 (5), Pell(207)89 .S16(8). 5,6,9	 -	 390.7 Fell (331)90.728 (4). PeII ( 179190.856 (6), Fall (207)91.392(6) .
93.3 Fall (243)92.341 (4), Fall (161,207 ) 93.174 (21, Foli(161)93.269 (12). Fell(400)93.880 (2) 6,9
94.4t Feli(I61)94.111(2), Fc22(382)94.893(2) 24,26
95.6 Feli(-)95.860(5)
-
96.8 SIII(17)96.24 (6), HII (20)96.83 ( 5)	 - 6,22,25	 _	 {
97.8 rall(128.242)97.709(3), HiIY(I8)97.80(67. Feii(175,207)97.817(7)
9910 PeII{Ifil} 98,897 (10). SIEI (17)99.08 (6), CrIIE (68}00.27(40) 10,30
2501.2 FeII ( 357)00.919 (5), SLIT (1g)00 .928(3)
02.S Sirl(18)01.970(5), FeTX(207)02.388(7) 8,22
- 03.6 Fell(206)03.323.(7), Pali(161,175)03.560(5), Perl(285)03.870(7)
	 -	 -	 - -	 6,11	 .
04.6 S1II ( 17.03 ) 04.331 (2h), Sill ( 17.03 ) OS.681 ( 21t).	 [FelT (33)05.217f2)] 8
06.0 HiII (40)05 . 64(26), Fell t207) GS. 091(7 ) r-VIE (21)06.215 (200) eli








2507.G ron (363107.607(2h). FeI2(363)07.695(2h1. 5III(7)08.15(7)
08.9x -Fall (`.42)09.117(4), CI1(14)09.121(10) 	 - 2
09.51 H11I7,(22)09.467(10) 2
10.8 H1IL(18110.871(30) 22,23
11.9 rolI (33)11.375 0), Fe122 (93)11.418 ( 6), CII(14)11 . 734(5), FeII(161)11.759(10). 6
FeII (175)11 .910(2), CII(11 ) 12.065 (12). rell (343)12.513(5)
13.3 re1Xl (93)12 . 903(61, Fell (363)13.155 (2h), Fall (207)I3.372 (1), CrII (308)13.66450a1) 25
14.4 S11(1)14.316(375), Fell(285)14.383(7), VIL(21114.633(200)
15.2 Fell (175,206 ) 14.912 (3), C=IT (308)15.06 (55wI), Fell(-) M.1050) 25
16.0 TSIII(7)16.01(20), SiI(3)16.112(500) 8
17.1 FeIT(147)I7.124(6), Fell(207)17.211(2) 5.8
18.1 CrSI(308)1B.291100x11 7
19.6 fell (26S)19.044(7), SiI(1119,202(350), raii(222)19.404(2). relll(93)20.162(5).
HII(19)20.222(5),	 [Fell (363)20.267(1h))
21.2 HIX(19120.791(6), Fell(268)21.099(7), Fell(-)21.209(2), Feli(-)21.a85(2) 0,22
22.0 reii(330121.8100), FeII(159)22.IB9(3), HXX(19)22.227(7) 8
23.1 Czll(308)23.24(150vI), FelI(363)23..'tA(lh), SiT11)24.108(4251 6.7, _10
25.6 FeLI(330)25.114(4), Fall (159125.336(IU), N'1 = SL)25,42(IOU), Fell(241)25.651)(3), 8,19
rell (363) 25.933 (2)
26.4 FalZCI59)26.071(5), Fell(145)26.292(91 8
27.2 7all(159)27.107 (6), Fell (329)27.694 (5), Tilll(7)27.80 (153, VII (50)'27.903 (250) 0,30
29.2 [Sil (1)28.509 (450)j , VII (50128.S33020), Fall (357)29.078 (5), Fclx (241)29.221(5), 2
CrXT(9)29.48(25), Fc1T(145,177)29.545(10)





34.3 -reI2 (1S9)33.626 (10), Crll(9)34.33(40), Fell (159)34.413(9) 0
35.2 roll (405)35.36413), rail (177)3S.480(7) 8
36.8 FelI (241136 .673(7), FeIT (159,159) 3fi.822(9), FeIL (363)37.142(5)
38.2: CrIII (42137.73 (80), FaII (319)38.205(6), CrIL (308)3B.31 (100w1), Fell (160)38.500(5), 33
ieli(268138.577(21
38.8 roll (363138 . 651(2), Fell (158)38.794 (9), Poll USS) 38.898 (0) , reli (I58)39.003(10), 6
Hill (48)39.09(7)
40.8 T11II (7)40.02 (15), rel2 (349)40.531 (2), Fell (177,343140 . 669(6), 7eli(177)41.096(7), 6
Sill(26)41.393(2)
42.0U TLIV (4141.786 (8), FcXX (158)41.831 (7), FeII(33)42 . 326(1) 8,12
43.1 reII (223)42.733 (5), Fell (259)43.382(8), rell (177)43.431 ( 5), Hi1ll(22)43.513(301 8
44.6: Sill (26)44..046(3), CYIII(42)44..37(801 22,33
45.2 relT (147)44 . 972(6), CrIII (57)45.17 ( 50), Fe II (159)45.215 (7), re IX(267)45.432(3) 0
45.91 ViII(18)45.903(20), 811X1(56)46.093(101 24











Wavelength Idanti! ications Hates




49.61 raII(177)49.399(el, Poll f177)49.453(9). A110049.56(8). Fell (266149.774 (1). 24
rail(240)50.023(8). FOII(363)50.15512) 	 -
50.8 FeII ( 150)50.575 (2). FoXI (240150.68D (8). )41i1 (17151.04(5), FnIII ( 130)51 . 098(6), 8)i
FeII ( IA.1 S1.201 f4)
51.0 CrIMO9)51.5800) 24
52.8
54.7 Feil(127)53.738(2h), VIII(14)5R .23(1601. CII(30154.478(3). Sill (26)54.530110), 5.6,9	 -	 -
[Fell (205)54.950(1)j, raIi(1" 	 . 55.066(5), Hill(62)55.13(IOU)
55.71 Yell (177155.447 (5). MI(-155.47 (754), Hill 147155.88 (6). FaIII M)56.20715) 8,26
56.81 Feli(158)57.079(2h), Sill (2057.206M 2.8
57.6 roll (175)57.500(4), Rill(47)57.88(6) 2
59.31 SSIII(55)59.210(14), Fell(266)59.237(3) 2A
60.0 CrII (317)59.71($Cv1), Fell (205)59.774 (51, roll (267)S9.921(5), roll (221)60.278 (7) 26,8
Hill (62)60.30(l0u)
60.8 8
62.3 Fell (221)62.094(6). Fell (64)62.S35(131 6
63.8 TUlX (6)63.42 (151, Fell (64)63.472 ( 12), Cr1l (89)63.58(50), Hnll (20)63.640 (2D0), 7
Fell (266)63.834(4),	 [Criil(-)64.76(80)]
66.6 HiII (62)66.C8(15u). Fall (404)66.218 ( 5), Fell (405)66.397 (4), Fall (174)66.623(4). 6
Fell (64)66.900 (9)
67.41 TiII2(6)67.53(B) 24	 j
68.4 PeII(145)68.405(6) 3
69.2 Fell (175)68.879f3y i
71.0 Pell (2GS.349169 .775(4). Fall (412)70.527 (5), Fell (2$4)70 . 843(7),,
 rail (174171.542(2) 9
72.0 acil.t?9)71.78(50)
	 - -._ 7!
73.4 FaII (190)72 . 96501, Voll (205173.206 (4), CrI1 (232)73.54 (50), Fell (284)73.754(1) 2	 g
74.3 Poll (144)74.363( g), CII(24)74.826(10h1), FelZl(80)74.838(71 2
76.0 HnII(1)76.107(40D), TiIIi(6)76.43(5) 2>:,6
76.8 Fall (326)76.659 (7) 2A,B
77.6 Poll (64)77.92D(9) i CrXXI(-)77.96(40)
79.2 Poll (265)70.985 11), FeII(-)79.127 (3h), Peil(239.266) 79.4D6(3)
80.0
H1.1 PcII{190}$1.111 (2 y	 - $
82.6 PcIII (SOY32 . 37(8), Fall (310)82.422(3), Fell (64182 . 582(101, Pell (174)83.047(2) 18
84.0 Hill (4B)84.01 (8), Folil (137184.03B(6), Crll(69)84.I0(50)
85.8 Fc1i(326)85.629 (5), Pell ( 1)85.876(13) 5
86.7: 13,25





92.7 Pell (318192.781(9), 71TX(13)93.07(l60)






2595.2 roll (310)94 . 964(2), VIII (13)95 . 11(170), roll (172)95.285 (21 6,29,25
95.9 £eIXI(80195.62218) O
97.6
98.4: Fell (1)98.369(1A) 33
99.2 Fell (1)99.395(14) 6
2600.5 [rail (204100.415Ull 8,25
01.52 ss,2s
02.4
03.7 [FeII (404)04 .048(1)[, sill (15)04.422 (2),	 [FlIX (265)04 . 655(1)j 6,18
05.6 I'ell(404 ) 05.034 (6) 0
 FeII (342105.307 (6), Fall (204)05.416 (6), 1SAX1 (1)05.697 ( 10{IO), 6,8
£ell(356)05.895(3). Sill(3S)06.084[l)
07.1 £elI(342)06.514(7), FIM M 07.086(13), CrII00107.9000), Felli(91)0B.112(7) 6,8,21
09.4 ialI ( 17I)OB.852 (3), FeII ( 310)09.122 (5) 0 FeII (265)0 11.431(2), Fol2 (204)09 . 859(4) 6




14.0 FaXX(172)13.576(2), Fell(1)13.820(13). FeII(264)1E.177(2)
15.4 roll (171)14.867 (2). Nill (65) M 2a (15u)
16.5 criiI(6511630(BO) S
17.5 keIIX (142)17.149 (6). eell (1)47.ni8(1A)
18.8 taill(19)18.142(2001, FeII(171)19.0710) 37
20.4 Fell (173)20.175 (4). CII (27)20.20 (3h1), FeIZ (I)20.408 (6), CrlX t31G)2D.46 (50WI).
Fell(171)20.693(7)
21.6 Fell(1)21.669(10)
22.4 Fall (319123.129 (4) 13
23.6: FeIX(171)23.721(5) 2
24.4 2
75.3: Fell(328)25.489(9), Kral(19)25.606(2000 25.33
26.0 FelX (1)M5.664 ( 13), Crll%(-) 26.08(100) 8
26.8 FeIX(173)26.499(6). [FeII(203)26.695(1)] 8
28.0 Fall ( 1)28.291 (13), FeII ( 203)28.569(2) 18
29.8 FelI (171129.59018), Fell (171)30.068(8), KSIZ(17)30.266(8)
31.4 CtII (63)30.93. ( 50), Fei1 (1,171 ) 31.045 ( 13), Fall (1)31.321 (13). AIXX(II)31.SS3 (7), 5,6
rail (171)31.607(8)
32.7 Vnll119)32.3S3(200),	 [9elr(356133.200(5)] 25
35.3 Fell(238,296)35.401(2) 6
37.3 rail (410)37.515 (2h1, £eII (221)37. 643(6), AIIX (14)37.696 (5), Mall(19)39.173 (200), 6,7,10
Alll (14138.263(4)
39.6 FeII (221139.560(5) 9
40.4 CII (32,32 ) 40.560 (6), CrIII (65)40.73(I60), SiIII (86)40.788(111 8
	










45.2	 ralr(263 n 309)45.084(3). 1+021(421)45.191(2). Fell (426)4S.328(3) 	 6
46.6	 [Fail(237)45.20G(1)] , FelXX(91)46,751(6)
4B.0s	 4,8




21.9	 Fotl (355)51.691 ( 37),	 [Fall (237)52.557 ( 3)]	 1,2	 i
53.6	 CrII(8)53.57(85)
54.7	 Fell (410)54.639(2h)	 5.6,25
55 9	 Sili	 (84)55 512[14)	 SiII 25 55 8O3I3h)	 [H1II(fi3y55 90{6 )]
-	 58.0	 FoII ( 283)57.917 (2), Fell (309)58.251(4)
-	 -	 58.8	 CrII(8)58.59(100), CIII(7)59.723(950)
60.6	 FeIII (91159 . 614(4), sill (25)59. 791 (5h), 1!921 (4)60.755 (10), MgII (4)60.821 (10),	 6 n9,10
.	 CrII(329)61.22(50w), CrII(8)61.73(SO)
62.13e	 Fell (410)62 . 563(2h), VII(213 ) 63.25 (2SOH), Crll (8)63.42(7S)	 11
G4.7	 Cr2l (B)63.67 (451, FCII (237)64 . 209(2), Feii (427)64 . 259(3), Fell (263)64 .665(10),	 6
-	 -	 H11I(45)G5.25(6), Sill(19)65.40(7) 	 -
66.4	 CrII (8)66.02 (BO), Fall (263)66.611(10)
67.5,	 Foil (410)67.221(2h) 	 13
60.7	 Cril(8)68.71(70), [Fell (429)6B.938(lh)], [FalI(429)69.023(lh)] 	 , AIXI M 69.166(10) 	 6
70.4	 Feii(355)70.304(2)
71.2%	 Fell (410)71. 404(2h), CII(B ) 71.80 (GO),	 (Fen (432)71.941 (Ih)]	 7,8
.	 72.8
	 (Fell (42-1)72.152 (lh)] . Fell(429)72.506 (2h), Mnll (34)72.5BI(200 ) r Crii (6)72.83 (90)	 5,8
74.4
75.9	 5,19
76.8	 Feii(426)76.88112), 0112(6)75.951(750), CrIi(8)77.13(100), BeI(2 3S-103P9)77.135(4).	 8
CrIi (8)77.19(125)
78.0	 Sfii(20)77.906(1h)	 0	 _,	 ___.	 7
79.2	 CTIi(100)78.79 (100), PciII (14lT178.8I0{6 ) r VIS (3)79.327 (200r)	 8A	 9
80.0	 8x,25
80.8	 Pei1(429)80.723(2), [FOII(202)G7.784(1)j, Fall (416,429)81.030(2)
U.S	 SiI1 (20)B2.210(lah)
82.8	 FeII(425)82.510 ( 3), PeIi (416)G2 .989(3)
-	 -	 B4.7	 Hill (631B4 .405(20u), Fell (283)84 . 752(10)., rail (201)04 . 940(3) 	 CrII (85,05) B5.19 (18)	 6,8,19	 - g
86.4	 [Fell (2023116.100 (l)] ,	 (FeII (262)96.368 ( I)]	 8
B7.2f	 Cr2I{7)87.09(65)	 8,25,33
B2.2	 VII (3)87.960 ( 300r), C1I2 (6)88.04O (1200), CrIT;54188.28455), ]CrII (186)88.41 (45)]	 2,8
89.08	 2
90.5	 [VI7,(3)90.792(200)] 	 11
t









2746.4 rair(373)46.157(4h). Crii(58.253)46.71(50). FaII(62)46.487114), CIS(15)46.488(10) 8
"	 47.2 rall(63)46.978(14), CII(I5)47.282(12I) 2
..	 47.9 2
49.4 Crll(6)48.981100), r4ll(63)49.178(13) . , ralE(62)49.324(14), Feil(63)49.482(12), 6
reIi(199)SO.003(2)




54.8s reI%(-)54.155(2). FeX11373)S4.907(5h) 33
55.6 FelI(62)55.733(15) 17
56.3 relE{200156.504(5), SIIX(16)56.89(8), FeXI(199)57.029(5) 24
50.0 Cr.XI(6)S7.72(60), FeIE(-157.818(2) 0,25
59.0 Crll(252)58.99(40). reil(32)59.336(2), Crl%(101)59.40(50) 8
60.0 [Poll C-)61.126(2)) 8,21
62.4 [FclX(-)61.635(2)], FeII{63)61.813(9), Fe1I(373)62.340(4h), FeII(199162.436(4). 6,8
Crll(6162.58(140)
63.8: reIV440M.674(2h), HeI(2 3S-7 3YO)63.B04(2O), FeII {199)63.913(3), Veil (198)64.727(3) 8,10
65.5
67.3 CrEE{6)66.55(f50), FeII(235,373)67.504(13) 39
-	 68.8 C37II(252)68.59(50), Feli(63)68.940(8), Fell (200)69.153(6) -
69.6 FeI2(198)69.354(9) 24
70.4 Fall (-)70.432(21, Fell (198,199)70.507(5)
72.8 [Ftll(63)72.719(1)] 0
73.6s Fel=0158173.306(8) 218
74.7% CxrII(266174.4400), FeIE(216)74.686(7) 2
75.0 [SP13(16}75.25(5}] , PeIX(199)76.f80(4)
77.2s_ FeTI(373)76.92315h), Poll (233)77.592(5), Cril(266)78.06(70) 11.15	 .
78.4 8
79.2 FeI(234)79.302(31) 8
80.0 Fall(348)79.M(4). Fell (348)80.035(3), CrII(I83,252)80.30185) 8
81.7 b
83.6 Fall (234)83.690(12), Fell (295)83.959{2} 0
84.4 Feil(295)84.282(2) 0





90.7 ra11(282196.557(3), MIX (3)90.768(40), Fall (2321 131.001 (2). Crll(I83)92.16(80) 8,10
92.8
93.8 Fell (337)93.239(2). rc= (198)93.887(7)
95.4 N91111)95.523(50), rcll(373)96.644(4h) 7
sable 4 (Continued)
adFlavalength  XdoatifLcotions 6ataa
2692.8 Fall 1263) 92.601(10), FaI1162192.826(5) 2.8
9).6 CrXI(84)93.53(45). Fa1I(261)93.B520). Pall(374)94.269(2) 8
95.1 FallI(IS9195.13RCrt). P61114159195.34(9nT	 -	 - -
96.: Mal (238-93P°)96.II9(7)
97.2 roIl%(159)96.8900 . roll (341)97.330(4). CIII(28)97.42(3), rell(341)97.453(5), 2
PcZX(325)97.726(2). CIII(28)97.75(7), FOXI(431)97.801(2h)
98.2% CrIX(7)96.40(100), FaIXI(I59)9B.41(7n), Crlt(7)98.68(35) 2
99.2 FoII(416)99.105(2), CrII(X41)99.34(20). Fellt(159)00.02(Bn) 13,21
2701.2 V11 M OO.944(300r), CrII(62101.10(301, Pell(159)G1.13(8n) 8
02.4 )1njr(IB)O1.693(18), CrII(277)01.7S(12), VII(2)02.185(200r1.	 [SIII(19)02.76(5)] 5.8
03.6 CrII(B4)03.56(75), CrII(7)03.B5(30), Fell(26I)OMB6(IO)
ma [F43II(202)04.569(111 . FeIXX(159)O5.10(7n)
G6.0 I1nII(16)05.727(150), VII(1)06.17(200rs)
07.6 E'eII(341)06.566(7), Fell (339)07.12a(6) 19
09.0 ?UXl(63)OB.7B0(9u), CrXI(1BG)06.76(65), Fe2I(216)09.051(7), Crli(186)09.3I(60)
10.0 8II(22)09.837(6)
11.6s CrII(269)10.92(G5). Fa1I(20I)II.842(9) 2,26
12.3 CrII(7)12.30(80), Fail(2G1)I2.386(6) 	 -	 -_ -	 -.2.8
14.3 FeII(63114.414(13) S,0
15.2 8
16.8 FelI(26I)16.21G(9). P.11(434)16.57201, FeII(62)16.683(3h) 8A,22
17.6 CrII(7,102)17.51(40). FeiX(431)17.BB8(3h), cm (X02)18.32(40), CrII(121)16.43(55) U
19.0 Foll(417)18.639(5), SIII(16)18.88(7), P43I1(339)19.29G(339) 8A
20.8 Pcii1(113)20.381C5)
21.6s SIII(19)21.40(5), FeTV19912i.013(4), FeIX(260)22.060(5) 11.25
22.4 Sill(19)22.250(2h), CrIl(7)22.74(70)	 -	 ..
23.6 Hal (2 3S_e'e)23.19l(10), CrII(59)23.64(60), Cr1I(102%24.G4(65)
24.8 Fell(62)24.879(9) 7
26.8 Fall(434126.2540h), Fall (261)2G.509(3), SSII(1026.7020h) 5,11
27.6 CrXI(102)27.25(85). PaIIf200)27.3B2(8), Fell (63)27.538(13)
28.8 PeII(-)28.56i(2h), CXI(31)28.707(4), Feri(260)28.898C5)
30.1 (Fell (52) 30.735 (111]
31.6: 5IIS(16)31.10(7), Fall(-) 31.941(2), FL11(236)32.004(4)., 17eII(-)32.328(2) 2
-	 32.8 Fell(32)32.441(2), Feil(417)32.936(3), 011(20)33.34(10) 2,21
34.9 FaII(381)34.655(2), Fell (416134.803(2) 7
36,8 (FeIl(220136.50011)] , Fali(63)36.968(12), Fall (200)37.630(4) 18
39.7 Fell (63)39.545(15), CtII(6T40.09(351
41.6 SIXX(16)41.01(5T, FoIX(418)41.045(2). Fall 1260)41.395(6), CrIX(6)42.02(7) 8,19
42.4 8







2797.2= Tell (436197.215(2h) 11
98.0 Yell (234197.914(5). (igll(3)97.989(401 8
99.4 FrXI(233199.292(7), FeII(195)99.712(2) 8
2801.2% roll (436)OC.548t2h), cell(182)00.77{85) 11.25
02.6 NgXl(1)02.698(50), Fe III(120)03.x41(61, roll(438)03.450(2h) 8,40
04'.4 F&II(259)04.021(3) B




10.0 Fall (360)09.804(4h), Till(25)10.276(50)
11.6 22
12.4 CrII(182,257)12.00(85), FoII(215)l2.493(3)
13.7 Felll(120)13.241(10), Fell (198113.631(5) 6,8
14.8 8
16.0 A1IX(7)16.189(201 BA
17.2 YIXI(3)17.03(2(10), SSIII(88)17.110(9), Fell (380117.207(4h) 8A
18.3 TiET(25)17.038(60), 5ixT.(24)18.302(2), CrII(18Z)18.36(75), Fc=T(157)18.624(6) ah,26
20.3 !•eIE{196)19.327{31, 5112(24)20.580{2h) 8,22.23
21.2 $




26.0 rclT(195)25.747(3), Fel1(255)26.024(d) 	 - 8
27.5 leEl(231)27,431(5), TillUS128.150(60) 8A
28.5 FaXT(231128.622(6). Fell(255)28.681(5), Hel(12)29.076(40). silll(SB)29.23(1) 8A
30.0 Silll(90)30.02(1) 8
31,7 CrII(82)30.46(100),	 SiIII(BB)31.490(7), Fall(217)31.562(111, 6,10,41
C,cTI(12)31.645(10) 	 -	 -	 -
32.8 Crli(195)32.45(60), FeII(380)33.100(5h) 7,8
34.4 Crll(195)34.24(60), SM(24)34.472(3h) 8
35.6 Cr=(5)35.63(200), FeII(216)35.716(9) 8
36.6 Fall (294136.185(4), Fell (294)36.509(4), CIX(B)36.710(8), S11I(24)36.765(1) 6,871
37.6 Fa IX(231)37.300(S), CXE(7)37.602(13) BA
39.6 FeII{380138.235(4h1, Crtl(250139,76(65), Fell(391)39.535(7h), StlII(5)39.622(5),
Fall(390)39.819(6h), CrII(82)40.01(85)
40.4 Fall (195)40.342(7), rail (217)40.644(9), FeIX(280)40.756(B) 6,8
41.6 Fe II(196)41.354(2), Fe%M96)42.076(3) 8,30	 7
.	 43.3 CrZT(5)43.24(100), FeIT(231)43.323(4), XeI1(294)43.485(5), raiil.(126)43.779(4) .6039.






2848.4 [FeI1(197)47408(4)1. 5X2(10147.730), roll (380)47.791(4h), FeII(M)48.046(8), 8.18
Fall(399)46.122(7h). Fell (391)48.332[7h). ron u17)48.89i(5), CX1I(2414,g.050(5)
49.6 Fall(196)49.601(7), CrIII(S)49.83(100) 8
50.4 Talll(155)50,288(7)
51.2: CtII(82)5I.35(60). Sill (17.0215L.456(2) 33
52.0 Fall(391)51.738(77), 1i91(1)S2.120(300) 42
53.2 roll(219)52.86412), Feii(197)53.199(2) 6,25
54.7
56.0z Crll(5)55.67(100), Fe2l(196155.6760), SXXI(15)56.02(4). FaII(195156.144(7), 33
Fall(380)56.392(5h)
56.9 CrII(11)56.77(40), Fall(399)56.926(8h), CIXI(26)57.013(1). FeXI(294)57.171(7) 0 8
Sill (17.02)57.231(l), CrII(11)57.40(40), Fall (195)57.415(4)
58.0 Fett(195,279)58.340(11) 0.25





G2.0 CrII(5)60.92(85), pall(61)6I.187(3),,CrIi(5)62.57(125) 6,9
63.7 512X(15)63.53(51, N111(26)63.706(25), Fell (380)64.134(3h), rcXI(195)64.367(21 7
65.1 FoII(294)64.968(4), CrX2(5)G5.30(150), CrII(11)65.34(301, FcYI(391)65.473i2h). 2[Fclll(89)fi5.54(3)]
66.0 Crll(26S)65.87(50), CrII(5)66.72(I00), CrII(11)67.09(65) 	 - 3,21
68.0 CLXI(5)67.65(100) 27.
69.0 FeI2(353)68.446(4), FaZI(61160.674(8), FeIi(257169.156(4). Fall (257)6,).694(2) 28,G
70.4, CrI2(11)70.43(100). Fc2t(195)70.608(3) 2
71.2 Fell(195)71.059(6), FoII(230)71.125(6), 5111(15)72.00(2), [FeII(230)72.382(9)j 2,30
.'3.6 Fcll(279)73.399(10). Cr1I(6,295)73.46(fi5) 6
74.4 CrI2(11)73.81450)., CXXI(22)74.24(0), CIII(22)74.43, S1III(92)74.626(4), 24,26
CIIX(22)74.722(3)




77.9 Tilt (14).7.418(60), Crll(5)77.97(60), Cril(5)76.45(50) 6
79.6 Poll (275)79.241(4), Fell(230)79.543(2) 22
80.8 ?eli(61160.750(9),. Fell(258)80.828(8), Crll(1I)80.86(75), 61I(43)81.579(1000); -	 21
Cr12(302)81.86(55), CrlZ(206)81.91(45)
82.0 FaIX(442)82.S23(2h) 25
84.0 FeII(230)03.709(10), TIZZ(14)84.099(70). Fell (442)84.282(2h) B.
84.8 FeII(399)84.779(4h) 8
86.3 Poll (317)85.929(5), sill (17-01)86.133(l), Fall (229)86.234(3) U,18
8. 7.6 S11I(17.01)87.358(51%). PaII(257187.312 U), SiXY(17,07)87,511(10h),Fall (215 88.009(5) 8A
89.4 Crll(L1)89.I9(35)
90.6
92.5 711(12)92.650(200r), Fell(61192.822(3) 6,8,19
TOM* 4 IM%tlnm►d)
Obwrwd 1fOL4 RYdeRt ltl CitloRRVAV*IeNth
2893.8 V11912)93.3140560. rell(293)94.058(2) $
95.0 r*%X(230194M6C7), r4Xl(257)9S.07l(3), rein (125)95.076(81, Tell (294)95.215(7) 6.7
96.5 8






04.4 SiIXC17)04.283(300), SISX(15)04.31(6), reizz(125)04.431(121, 18,43
06.0 SiII(17)05.692(500), FalI($$5)05.770(2h), FaZZkMB)0S.80(8), FaIT(215106.12(4)
06.Bt 13
07.61 reTII(88107.497(10), rallI(125)07.701C121, raii(60)07.853(3} k1
08.6 [ralxi(125)08.6510)1 , VII(12108.810000R) 8
09.6 8










23.7 raMC102123.902(8), VII(10)24.017(308R) B
24.4 VII(10)24.633(250R) 2.8
25.1 2
26.6 rell(60126.584(12)a [CCII(256127.09{50)1 2,21
27.6 CIX(55)28.12(40), CrXX(9S,256)28.32(50) 2,8
29.8 }(gii(2)28.625(35) 8





36.6 lk1Xi(2)36.496(35j, TiIVC•-)77.328{141 6,12,44
39.3 Xraj(5)39.302(000),,rexi(60339.S06C5) 2
40.0 VXI (10)41.372(200) 2,10
..	 42.3 12iII(26141.993(SO) .6
44.5 reiX(78)44.349(13), VIx(10144.566(2500,	 [SeI(11145.106(10011











47.6 [911Z(35)47.4540)1. Felt (18);7.650(13) 25
40,4 FfII1(B7)48.3G8(8)










Bracketed lines unless noted are possible identifications. F=IZZ lines with Y as the MItiplet nveber are from
7arosewfck at el. (1971). The data an the He I lines are primarily from Martin (1960). Other fdo'itifisation
information is from Hoare (1950, 1952, 1962# 1965, 1970, 1975) unless indicated it 	 notes below.
1. Line in brackets possibly in line wing
2. and 2A. Broad line with core line doubling, both features ofven
3. Fail line(s) without noted multiplet nsMber from Sails JLc31
4. Very weak
S. Line asy=ctxic shoreward
6. Broad
7. Line asymactric longward
B. and BA. Lines whose wings are blended together
D. 5ha axrtvd wing extends - I.SR
10. Langwaxd wing extends - 1.5R
11. Feature in wing of fallowing line
12. TiIV line values from Svensoan and Edlen (1974)
13. Feature in wing of preceding line
14. Bill line in wing
15. Wii line in wing
16. Line core a y=ctric shortward while wings asy=atrie longward
17.Width 2.5
18. width » 2A
19. Sbortward wing extends - 1.2R
20. Broad lines whose ahoulderseare blended together
21. Longward wing extends _ 1.2A
22. Line winged shoreward
23. Fail line in wing
24. Feature in shoulder of preceding line
25. Weak feature
26. Ill-defined
27. Crlii line in wing
28. weak features whose wings are blended together
29. Flat bottcced line (or region) with cultiple weak features, all given
30. Line winged longward
31. Call line in wing
32. rem line in wing
33. Feature In shoulder of following line
34. NIX line in wing
35. Ygll line without oaltiplet number from Riaberg (1964)
36. VIII line in wing
37. mmm in wing	 o
38. Shortvard wing extends ; 27 ►
iTable t lcbntinusd)
rR7TE;It
39. TAza core axy=vAtric longwm6xd
'	 iQ. rou " rem lines in wing
il.Sr11 line in wing
42. Mgl line possibly circamatallar
43. ritt bottoaed line
ii. TiXV lint in wing
y
I
i
i
iI
I
y
i
I
I
1
War
3
W ^'
